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This thesis begins with a brief history of armored

vehicles from their earliest concepts to the moderni battle

tank of today. It critically examines the decision not to

include tank units with the first American combat forces

deployed in Vietnam and the irrationality of that decision

in light of a similar decision made prior to the Korean

conflict.

Tanks were deployed in limited numbers in Vietnam

in spite of a decision to the contrary and, once there,

I proved their usefulness and their ability to perform in a

tropical environment against an elusive enemy. Examples

of the tank's effectiveness in Vietnam are given and the
Dj

feasibility of deploying major armored forces to that

country is discussed. i
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Problems created by insufficient armor are addressed

as well as the limitations and vulnerabilities of tanks and

other armored vehicles.

Armor doctrine is traced from the tank's role in

breaking the stalemate of World War I through the formative

years of World War II, and its application to the war in

Vietnam.

Since most armored weapons were designed primarily

for conventional warfare, a number of modifications were

required to adapt the weapons to an unconventional war.

Some of the more significant modifications are described.

fina.LLy, ±V.CUL&0 .Lealnoud by .... i Vi -- ULICUJ

and their future application are discussed. Concluding

consideration in the paper is whether or not decision

makers will heed these lessons learned or continue to make

the same mistakes.
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I. BACKGROUND

Early Concepts

Man is inquisitive and inventive. lie has used

these traits not only to make his life easier and more

comfortable but also to improve his ability to defeat his

enemies. He has soug•ht the means by which to inflict

injury upon his opponent while protecting himself from

harm. Relatively simple protective devices such as a

shield and body armor soon evolved, and applied in mounted

combat to protect the horse and the chariot. One of the

earliest recorded uses of armor appears in the Bible in

the Book of Judg•r-.- C.ha•[pi" ., 19. verso: "And th•e Lord

was with Judah, and he drove olut the inhabitants of tli,,

mountains but could not drive out the inhabitants of the

valley because they had chariots of iron."

Over the centuries there were a number of innova-

tions in very rudimentary vehicles which relied on horse

or manpower for their mobility, and wood, ,eather or muLal.

for protection from enemy weapons. One of the most not-

able of these was a covered chariot designed by Leonardo

Da Vinci in a shape similar to a Chinese coolie hat. The

most significant aspect of Da Vinci's vehicle was its

1 intended use. He visualized this, chariot attacking and

"... behind them the infantry can follow in safety and

1,4
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2

without opposition... This Lactic closoly resembles a

method of emiployment in World War I where the tanks would

move forthr "...flattening the barb wire for the jInf;;nrtry

advance and directing fire against hostile iiachiTne 3u.n

nests."12 A similar tactic is used today in certain situa.-

tions.

World War I

There was a serious attempt by James Cowan, an

Englishman, to develop an armored fighting vehicle in the

nineteenth century but limited technoloCy and a reluctance

to try new weapons doomed this early effort to failure.

When World War I boGGed down to trench warfare the desper-

ate need for a weapon to defeat the machine Lan and restore

mobility to the battlefield led to the successful develop-

ment of the tan!r. The idea of using art American-made Holt

caterpillar tractor equipped with arrvor plate was posed

by British Lieutenant Colonel Ernest D. Swinton to the

Committee of Imperial Defense. This Committee rejected

Special Text 17"-12, History and Role of Alrmior,
U.S. Army Armor, School, Fort Knox, KY, April 1 9 7Z1 , p. 2.

2 Skillman, Willis Roweland, The A.E.F., George W.
Jacobs & Company, Philadelphia, PA, 1920, p. 41.

3 Special Text 17-12, History and. Role of Armor,
U,3. Army Armor School, Fort Knox, KY, December 1971,
p. 2.



Swinton's proposal but the First Lord of the Admiralty,

Winston Churchill, supported the idea and formed a commit-

tee witlin the Royal Navy to develop the tank. 4

The first tanks were communitted to battle on Sep-

temper 15, 1916, by the British against the Hlindenburg

line. 5 Success in this first battle was limited by mech-

anical failures and lack of training and experience on

the part of the crews. They did accomplish a great deal,

bowever, by breaking through the German lines and inflict-

ing a great number of casualties.

The first large scale employment of tanks occurred

on November 20, 1917, in the attack on Cambral where the

British used 378 tanks along a seven mile front. Tre

tanks were followed by six infantry divisions, and a pene-

tration nearly six miles deep was made into the German
6

lines.

After only one year of service the tank had pro-

ven its effectiveness and. bad become aa dýemirable w-apons

system. During the Meuse-Argonne campaign on September 26,

M Ifart, B. It. Liddell, The Tanks, Vol. I, 1914-1939,
Frederick A. Praeger, New York, 1959, p. 18.

5 Wihitehouse, Arch, Tank, Modern Literary Editions
Publishing Company, New York, 1960, p. 32.

6 jones, Ralph E., The Fightlnfg Tanks Since 1916,
National Service Publishing Company, Washington, D.C.,

t4 1933, pp. 21-26.

4,.
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1918, General John J. Pershing, Commander of the American

Expeditionary Forces (AEF) in Europe, offered "...anything

in the AEF for 500 additional tanks."?7 By the end of the

war, only fourteen months after the tank was introduced,

the Germans, French, British, and Americans had used the

tank in 91 engagements.8 The tank had proved its worth.

It had restored mobility to the battlefield and had contri-

buted significantly to the allied victory. A tribute was

paid to the tank when General von Ludendorf of the German

High Command praised the allied tanks as being a principal

factor in Germany's defeat. it is also a tribute to the

tank's success that it was one of the weapons systems

denied the Germans by the Treaty of Versailles.9

World War II

Development of the tank after World War I was

slowed. by budget restrictions and by disagreement as to

the tank's role in any future war, Is in World War I it

was considered just another infantry weapon and

7 Gillie, Mildred Hanson, Forging the Thunderbolt,
"The Military Series Publishing Company, Harrisburg, PA,
1947, p. 15.

8 SI~ecial Text 17-12, History and Role of Armor,
U.S. Army Armor School, Fort Knox, KY, April 1974, p. 5.

9 Macksey, Kenneth, and Batchelor, John 11., Tank,
A History of the Armoured Fighting Vehicle, Charles

4 Scribners Sons, New York, 1970, p. 37.

¼.



conventionalists in positions of power worked to keep it in

that role. More farsighted men, both in the U.S. and abroad,

visualized the tank ill a mruch more prominent and decisive

role. Colonel J. F. C. Fuller and Captain Liddell Hart of

Great Britain, General Adna I. Chaffee of the U.S., and

General Heinz Guderian of Germany, thought the tank should

be employed in mass formations with the infantry in a Sup-

porting role. They also advocated the combined arms coti-

cept of tanks, infantry, artillery and air support.

While the invention of the tank and its subsequent

technological improvements in firepower, mobility, and

armor protection, are important, the manner in which the

tank was employed is equally important in the history or

ground warfare.

It was largely througeh the efforts of the afore-

mentioned men that thi tank was raised. from the slow-

moving, secondary weapons-system role of infantry support

to the fast-moving primary role of breakthrough and exploi-

tation through the use of tank-heavy combined arms forma-

tions. These men opened the way in peacetime with the

ideas that were later used in wAr by such outstanding

armor commanders as General George S. Patton, General

Creighton W, Abrams, and General Bruce C. Clarke. *"1
One of the first men to recognize the tactical

1416½
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value of the tank was Fuller, then a member of the British

Tank Corp's Staff. Ile devised a plan in which the tank would

play the major role of brcakint through the main defenses.

Other tanks, followed by motorized infantry, would drive

deep into the enemy rear to destroy his headquarters and

supply installations and disrupt his communications. Fuller
i0

called this concept "The Morcellated Attack." This same

tactic exists today in the doctrine of tank warfare.

Captain B. H. Liddell Hart, another British officer

wrote the book on tank tactics which, along with Fuller,

inspired the great German armor leader, General Ifeinz
11

Guderian. 1Hart advocated the concentration of tanks and

their use for long range thrust. Again, a tactic current

today.

While these two British officers were theorists,

it was Guderian who put their theory into practice.

Guderian must be credited with the development of modern

arm d-or" it was usd in Worlid War IL a1d as it is

essentially known today. Guderian had to overcome the pre-

judicial attitude of the firmly entrenched infantry and

1 0 Macksey, Kenneth, and. Batchelor, John H., Tank,
A History of the Armoured Fighting Vehicle, Charles
Scribners Sons, New York, 1970, p. 48.

lGoderian, Heinz, Panzer Leader, Ballentine Books,

I Inc., New York, 1957, p. 10.

il
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cavalry officers on "the German General Staff to make pro-

gross in the formation of an armored force. These two

branches had long reigned supreme as 'the primary combat

arms branches and did not relish the thought of a new

branch usurping their positions. Against great odds,

Guderian succeeded in establishing armor units. Small

uinits at first, and, as the tanks proved themselves, lar-

ger units, to include tank armies, were formed.

Tank advocates in the United States were faced

with virtually the same problems as Guderian. Infantry

and cavalry officers worked to keep the tank in a minor

role as an infantry support weapon and tank development

was kept at the short end Uf the budget stick. The Ameri-

can Tank Corps which had been formed in 1917 was disban-

ded by the National Defense Act of June It, 1920, and thei! 12

tanlk was assigned to the Chief of Infantry. It wasn't

until 1928 that a mechanized force was formed to experi-Inent with the tank anw other combined forces. Albhough

the first experiments failed because of the use of out-

dated and broken-down equipment, public pressure caused

the War Department to give its mechanized force another

chance. It was at this point that Adna R. Chaffee, who

l2Gillie, Mildred Hanson, Forgina the Thunderbolt,
The Military Series Publishing Cos, Harrisburg, PA, 1947,
P. 15.



later became k•nown as the "Father of Armor," first, becapme

involved with the armored force. As a member of tile Gen-

eral Staff, Chaffee, then a major, outlined the plans which

formed the basis for the wodenkrn tank force and combined

arms team. Tank. development still progressed very slowly

until impetus was provided by the German invasion of Poland

in 1939 and the invasion of France in 1940. The action in

France was most significant because it was here that tanks

were used in mass formation for the first time and estab-

lished the tactics and doctrine for tank employment that

would be used throughout the remainder of World War 11. It

was also this action which spurred the U.S. to create an

armored force in July 1940, with the role of the tank

greatly expanded.
1 3

The United States entered World War II with a meager

armored. force but the success of the German panzer divi-

sions in Africa and Europe served, notice to the armies of

the world- t-ht the tank was a weapon to be reckoned with.

Even the staunchest opponent of the tank now realized that

dismounted in.fanti-y was no match for a massed tank assault.

Thus the U.S. military-industrial complex moved, into high

gear to design, test and produce effective tanys.

1 3 Greenfield, Kent. Roberts, The Army Ground Forces,
The Organization of Ground Combat Troops, Historical Divi-
sion, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C., 1947, p. 56.

- _,_ -
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World War II saw the tank being used in almost every

conceivable role and in all types of terrain and climate.

* On the plains of Central Europe and the deserts o2 North

Africa the tank was king. It was the weapon which led the

attack, broke through every line and pushed the enemy all

the way to their homeland. In the Pacific theater of oper-

ations the tank played the supporting role in dense jungles

and mangrove swamps where massed tank formations were imprac-

tical if not impossible. This supporting role was no less

important since the tank in the tropics provided essen-

tially the same support to the infantry as their ancestors

bad provided in World War I. They destroyed enemy bunkers

and machinegun emplacements, tripped bouby traps that would

have been fatal to infantry, and in general provided over-

all protective fire for infantry assaults.

By the end of the Second World War, Armor was a

well established, firmly entrenched branch of the Army and

horse cavalry was a thing of the past. The combined arms

1- concept of tanks, infantry, self-propelled artillery, engin-

• ears and signal bad proven to be the soundest method of

employment as advocated by General Chaffee. The cavalry

was now mounted in armored vehicles and infantry working

with tanks rode in armored half-tracks. The tank had come

into its own.4'.

'- .tr . - ... .. . - ~ ~ .~6a - -
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Armor .i3t Korea

Even though the tanks elv•erged from World %'ar 1.1 as

the rriiy'sa primary ground assault weapon, there were StJ ill

Iihose who did not fully understand the capabilities, limita-

tions, and principles of employment of the tank. With few

exceptions, the news coverage of the war in Europe always

pictured the tank roaring across wide-open fields in the

finest tradition of the classic cavalry charge and this

impression, unfortunately, remained with many of the non-

armor army officers to the point that only wide-open,

gently rolling terrain was "tank country" and a battle-

ficld with hills, woods, and rivers was trafficablo only

to infantry.

Such a misunderstandinCg of the tanks capabilities

nearly proved disastrous for the South Korean and Ameri-

can armies in the early daya of the Korean conflict. After

the U.S. forces withdrew from Korea in 1949, Korean Presi-

dent Syngman Rhee made an urgent request to President

Truman for additional military aid. In October of the

same year, the Korean Minister of National Defense asked

for 189 M-26 tanks. The Deputy Chief of the U,S. Military

Advisory Group in Korea, Colonel William H}. Sterling

Wright, advised the Army Chief of Staff, General J. Lawton

Collins, against fulfilling the request. Wright's

I _ _ __ _ _ _

- __ _________
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opinion was: "Thi r ough terrairl, poor and primitive

bridges militated against efficient tank• operations."1l

The error of Wright's juidgement contributed greatly

to the early defeat of the U.S. and South Korean armies by

the invading North Korean troops. The North Korean arsenal

included the Russian-made T-34 tanks against which the

South Koreans and the U.S. troops had no defense save some

aircraft. The need for U.S. tanks was well stated by Major

General William F. Doan, Commanding General, U.S. Forces

in Korea, in a letter to General Douglas MacArthur on July

8, 1950. Dean advised MacArthur that North Korean armor

had proven extremely effective. In their first engagements,

his troops, Dean pointed out emphatically, could not stop

enemy tanks :

The 2.36 inch rocket launcher proved daneer-
ously disappointing against the enemy's heavily
armored Russian tanks. The launcher was ineffec-
tive against the front and side armor, and American
infantrymen quickly lost confidence in it. 1)irect
fire by artillery was of little help after the
pitifully few 105 mm antitank rounds available at
the guns were exhausted. Regular high-explosive pro-
jectiles...would not penetrate armor deeply enough

-15

He described enemy tank tactics as excellent and unusually

l4Schnabel, James F., United States Army in the

Korean War, Policy and Direction: The First Year, Office
of the Chief of Military History, United States Army,
Washington, D.C., 1972, p. 36.

1 5 1bid., p. 84.

- --- ---- - "
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effective despite terrain which conlfinled tanks mainly to

roads. AssertinLg that "0..we cannot afford to be out-

g-unned and ouL-armored..", the hard-ýpressed American

general appealed for American medium tanks and for 90 mm

towed antitank ;uns. 16

Once again, as in World War I1, the enemy had pro-

ven to be more knowledgeable in tank warfare than the

Americans, and once again the American had to play "catch-

up. " Tankds wiere brought to Korea as the build-up of

American and other United Nations forces progressed and

eventually the North Korean armor threat was eliminated,

but not before the United States had learned another val-

uable lesson in tank employment. They learned that tanks

could be employed effectively in practically any type

terrain and they were again reminded that an Army without

tanks or effective antitank weapons stood very little

chance of stopping an army with tanks. Ibis second point

also served to demonstrate the tank's effectiveness in

the anti-personnel role as well as the antitank role.

All of these lessons were, unfortunately, forgotten when

U.S. forces were committed to the Republic of Vietnam

some twelve years later.

16Schnabel, James F., United States Army in the

Korean War, Policy and Direction: The First Year,
Office of the Chief of Military Hlistory, United States
Army, Washington, D.C., 1972, p. 84.
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A lesson the U.S. learned from Korea and did not for-

get was that tank research and development must continue

in peacetime as well as in wartime if the U.S. Army was to

have modern, effective equipment with which to fight a future

war. The tanks used in Korea were primarily of World War

II vintage consisting of the M-24 light tank and the M4A3E8

medium tank.

Later in the war the newest American tank, the M-46,

with a 90 mm gun, was issued but there were only 314 of

these tanks in the inventory when the war started.17 Budget

constraints imposed by Congress bad not only retarded the

research and development effort but had also drastically

reduced the procurement of tanks and spare parts to support

the current tank inventory. After Korea, tank. development

and procurement was given a much higher priority.

Korea to Vietnam

The period between the Korean Conflict and Ameri-

ca's involvement in Vietnam was one of great significance

for tank development.

Technological improvements in fire control systems,

range finders, armor design, night vision systems, and

ammunition resulted in the development of a number of

1 7 Schnabel, James F., United States AE= in the
Korean War. Policy and Direction: The First Year, Office
of the Chief of Military History, United States Army,
Wawhin~ton, D.C., 1972, p. 46.

V.t
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excellent tanks culminating in the present standard tank of

the U.S. Armored Forces, the M60A1. Other brea:throughs in

metallurgy and missile guidance systems resulted in the pro-

duction of the world's first missile firing tank, the M-551

Sheridan, which has an aluminum hull and fires both the

Shillelagh guided missile and conventional ammunition from

the same gun. This period also saw the introduction of the

first U.S. armored personnel carrier, designed to allow the

infantry to follow the tanks while mounted and protected from

small arms fire and artillery shell fragments. The present

version of this vehicle is the M-113 Armored Personnel Car-

rier which played a major role in the armor team in Vietnam.

Great progress was made in the weapons with which

U.S. armored troops would be equipped, but their method of

employment remained as in World War II, except for changes

necessitated by the advent of nuclear weapons. The Command

and Staff Department of the U.S. Army Armor School was

still fighting World War II in Europe and Africa and the

lessons of Korea were all but ignored. The experience of

armor in jungle warfare in the Pacific theater of World

War II was completely ignored except for its incidental

inclusion in some historical example of airborne, amphi-

bious or infantry operations. This situation was due in

no small part to the fact that the sucoessful armor leaders
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of World War II were now the ranking generals in the U.S.

Armor Forces and the classes were as much a monument to

their careers as a teaching vehicle for the armor school

faculty. It was also paradoxical that the student was

given a historical example to study prior to a given class

in tactics, yet if the student solution in any way reflected

the tactics of the successful battle the student was usually

wrong.

In the Armor Officers' Career Course of 1964-65,

which this writer attended, only one unit of instruction

pertained to Korea and it contained very little on the use

of armor there. Nothing was taught to help the student in

combating mass human wave attacks against a defensive posi-

tion when the defenders were outnumbered ten to one. Only

nice, safe problems where the U.S. Forces had. numerical

superiority were taught.

Today, the tactical curriculum of the Armor School

has improved considerably in the method used to prepare

the student for a future war in Europe. The school no lon-

ger rehashes World War II experiences but instead teaches

new tactics based on the estimated capabilities of the

Warsaw Pact countries. There is still# however, nothing

"taught concerning the experience in Korea or the present

•t,:)
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Chinese Communist threat.

l8Interview, LTC William W. Jones, Jr., Chief,

Advanced Tactics Division, Command and Staff Department,
U.S. Army Armor School, Fort Knox, KY, 9 December 1975.
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II. FIGHTING IN VIETNAM

The French Experience
1 9

France was the first western nation to employ

armored forces in Vietnam. In nine years of fighting an

insurgent enemy in a tropical environment, the French

learned many valuable lessona. American forces could have

benefited from the French experience but no one bothered

to ask. Dien Bien Phu apparently led many to believe tlhat

the French had nothing to offer. This was a mistake. A

loser may learn just as much as a winner, if not more.

Even though the French agreed to a truce and pulled out of'

Vletnam, they wou many battles a-Riuot the insurgent enemy,

especially with armor.

French contingents were present in Tndo Chinh P-w

early as 1852, but it was not until 1884, after much. fight-

Ing, that Vietnam became a French Colony. When the French
surrendered to the Germans in Europe in 1940, the Japanese

Gocupied Vietnam and remained tnere until th~aIr apitula-

20tion to the United States in 1945. In Getober of that

"year, the French Expeditionary Force (FEF) landed in Indo

119

All information on the French Experience in
Indo China, except where noted., is from briefing documents
in the files of the French Liaison Office to the U.S. Army
Armor School, Fort Knox, KY.

2 0 Choinski, Walter F., Country Study% Republic of
Vietn"m, The Military Assistance Institute, Department of
Defense, Washington, D.C., 1965, p. 45.

17
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China with the objective of reoccupying that entire area

which now constitutes Laos, Cambodia and. Vietnam. (Exper-

ience of French armor units apply almost equally to all

three of these countries but only Vietnam will be consi-

dered in this paper).

Commander of the FEF, Lieutenant General LeClere,

was the former commander of the French Second Armored

Division in 1944-45. LeClerc employed the same tactics

in Vietnam that had been used successfully in Europe

which resulted in heavy losses to the FEF armor units.

As the French -anena aX~rnnrence in the~ use of

armor, they changed their organization in 1951 to cope

better with the terrain, the mission and the tactics of21

the insurgent Viet-Minh forces. Reorganization con-

sisted of two different types of combined arias units.

One type was an Armored Group (sousgroupements blinde's

I or GB) which was comprised of one company of light tanks,

(12 tanks and two half-tracks), and two mechanized infan-

'I try companies on half-tracks. Another type of organiza-

tion was the Reconnaissance Group (groupes d'Escadcons

de Reconnaissance or GER), comprised of one light tank

21Choinski, Walter F., Country Study: Republic
of Vietnam. Viet-MJ.nk was the name used by the guerilla
forces in North Vietnam under the leadership of Ho Chi
Minh. The South Vietnamese insurgents were trained by
the Viet-Minh. p. 87.
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company (M-24s), one armored car troup (15 M8 armored cars

and three howitzers) and one or two companies of indigenous

forces. These organizations provid.ed the French armor

units greater flexibility and proved highly effective. A

short-coming of the Armored Groups was the lack of suffi-

clent infantry to conduct dismounted operations. Conse-

quently, by 1954, the Armored Groups organization was

expanded to include three companies of truck-mounted infan-

try, an 81 mm mortar platoon mounted in half-tracks, and an

additional four tanks. Inherent capabilities of this com-

bined arms team were further enhanced by this additional

strength and many victories were won over the Viet-Minh; but

the French were still plagued by a lack of tanks--the same

problem which would hamper American efforts in the future.

At the time of the cease-fire in Vietnam, the French

had four of these Armored Groups with which they performed

road security and infantry support missions. They also

had three of the previously mentioned GER or Reconnaissance

Groups, one H-36 tank regiment and two Amphibious Groups.

The Amphibious Groups were equipped with armored boats and

amphLibioue tracked vehicles with which the French patrol-

led the ri•ver% and inundated areas unsuitable for tanks.

[' French Lesson Learned

As mentioned earlier, the French learned many
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lessons in the use of armor in Vietnam which the Americans

failed to heed. It is not the intent of this brief sketuh

of the French experience to examine nine years of fighting

in detail but rather to point out the conclusions indi-

cated by thia experience.

The salient point of the lessons learned by the

French was the necessity to modify tactics to counter an

insurgent enemy, i.e., conventional tactics were inappro-

priate in an unconventional war. They also learned that

the basic combined arms team is still the best combat

organization but an army must remain flexible enough to

modify thil conoept when required by elements of the mis-

sion, enemy and terrain. But the most important lessons

learned were that tanks can be used in most areas of the

world and that there must be enough tanks to perform all

the missions assigned. A few tanks spread too thinly

must be expected to operate with reduced effectiveness.

in this respect, the French concluded that one tank com-

pany (17 tanks) per infantry battalion was the minimum

number for maximum effectiveness.

The American Erperience

American troops were first committed to Vietnam
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in August 1950 in an advisory capacity. 2 2 A relatively

small number of American troops were in country until 1.965

when President Lyndon B. Johnson made the decision to com-

mit U.S. forces in strength.

The first major army unit committed to Vietnam was

the 173rd Airborne Brigade which arrived in Vietnam on 5

May 1965 from Okinawa. The 173rd was comprised of two

infantry and one artillery battalions. Following the 173rd

was a brigade of the ist Infantry Divisi.on which arrived

in mid-July and the let Brigade of the 101st Airborne Divi-

sion which arrived in Vietnam on 27 July. The first full

division to arrive in Vietnam was the air mobile lot Cavalry

Division which landed in Vietnam in late September 1965 with

16,000 men, 400 aircraft and 1,600 vehicles, and immediately

established a base of operations in Pleiku province.2 3

* (Figure 1).
1*

All of these first units committed to Vietnam were

straight infantry. These troons er•A tran-norted in hn4±{ copters and usually airlifted to the battle zone; however,

once the troops dismounted from the aircraft, they were

Chronology of Significant Events, Armor Mono-
graph files, Patton Museum, Fort Knox, KY.

23 __"Tolson, John J., Lieutenant General, Vietnam
* Studles. Air Mobility, 1961-1971, Department of the Army,

Wfashington, D.C., 1973, pp. 63, 67-68.

* -
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three-mile per hour infantry troops. None of the units

were equipped with armored vehicles.

As-mentioned earlier in this-paper, the Army,

through experience, arrived at the combined arms concept

of tank-infantry teams supported by aircraft, artillery,

engineers and signal as the most effective fighting force.

Yet, the first American units committed to Vietnam were

committed without armor units. It is difficult to under-

stand the shortsightedness of the Army planners in arriv-

ing at this type of organization to be deployed to a combat

zone. It is true that a sense of urgency existed to get

American units to Vietnam, however, the urgency was not

so Great that the ist Cavalry Division was deployed by

air. Except for a 1,000-man advance party, the entire

division was transported by sea; therefore, deployment

time did not prevent the division from taking armor with

them.

• Admi t-t-dly thefts w&5 hO kwuvn a, rmu threat in

Vietnam at the time of the U.S. intervention, but tankc

$7• battalions would have given the U.S. forces a much greater

edge over the Viet Cong and later, North Vietnamese Army

opponents Just as the North Korean Army had. the edge over

the South Koreans and Americans in the early stages of

the Korean conflict. It must also be noted that the type

L 
w o -
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of units first deployed were the type that had enjoyed the

least success in the past, namely airborne units. Airborne

units are inherently the most lightly armed combat units

because of their intended method of deployment by air.

Units of this type in particular need more reinforcements

than even a straight infantry division. This is not to say

that many airborne units were never effectively employed

in the past; but they were most effective when they were

reinforced with armor and additional artillery and were not

inserted into the battle zone by airdrop (e.g., 101st Air-

borne Divi~eon deifense at flastopne'j.

While the 1st Cavalry Division was designated as

air mobile and not airborne the effect was essentially the

same. The troops were moved to the battle area by heli-

copter instead of parachute, but they were just as lightly

armed as airborne troops and had limited staying power in

a prolonged fire figght without continuous resupply.

According to General William C. Westmoreland,

Commander-in-Chief, U.S. forces in Vietnam at the time of

the build-up, there were reasons other than terrain which

led to the decision not to use armor in Vietnam.

Westmoreland stated that he believed there would be a

ceiling on the number of U.S. troops committed to Vietnam

and he felt the organization that was used provided the
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optimum mix for an effective combat organization, lie also

stated that the initial mission in Vietnam was to be a

defensive one and that tanks would. be wasted in a static

position on the defense. Additionally, only Viet Cong

Guerillas were being encountered initially and it was

believed that this elusive foe required. only infantry to
24

defeat them.

While there is absolutely no disrespect intended

toward General Westmoreland, it appears that the rationale

behind these reasons is faulty. Regardless of the number

of units that were to be deployed to Vietnam, the optimum

mix for a combat organization is still one which combines

armor and infantry as the main maneuver element. The tank

in the defense is still a highly effective weapon and.

much more responsive than dismounted infantry. For

example, if tanks are employed in a perimeter defense the

tank can be moved from one part of the perimeter to

ainotherj as the situation warrants, much faster and with

greater protection, than a squad. or platoon of dismounted

infantry. Therefore, the tank is still utilizing its maiti

characteristic of mobility, armor protection and fire-

power even in the so called "static" defense. Furthermore

24Interview, General William C. Westmoreland,

"Grandfather Mountain Golf and Country Club, Grandfather
Mountain, NC, 21 September 1975.
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there was very little static defense by the lst Cavalry

Division except in protecting their own base camps and fire

bases. The division was assigned. a tactical. area of res-

ponsibility (TAOR) on 28 September and conducted a two

brigade-size offensive operation on 6 October to clear the

Viet ConG from a heavily populated area in the Vinh Thanh

Valley (Figure 2 and. Figure 11) and another operation on

10 October when the 3rd Brigade launched. a five-day opera-

tion in the Suci Ca Valley east of An Khe. 25 (Figure 3

and Figure ii). Other brigade size operations quickly

followed and on 23 October 1965, General Westmoreland gave

the lst Cavalry Division permission to "...pursue, seek-

out and destroy the enemy."26 This order made the Ist

Cavalry's mission clearly offensive.

In this same period, the division discovered both

the need for armor and the feasibility of its use when a

South Vietnamese armor column assisted the American forcos

in reaingthrough' a North Vitniames ambumh to r,1 i ev-e

a besieged Special Forces camp at Plei Mo, just 35 miles

south of Pleiku. (Figure 4 and Figure ii). Plei Me was

under attack by a major North Vietnamese Army (NVA) force

2 5 Coleman, J. D., Major, Editor-in-Chief, The ist

Air Cavalry•_ivision, Vietnam, Dia Nippon Printing Co.,
Tokyo, Japan, 1970, p. 27.

26 Ibid., p. 28.
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which prevented the helicopter-borne American units from

landing in the camp. Additionally, another NVA unit was

waiting to ambush any relief column moving by land.

The AUVN armor column, supported by American

artillery, was able to break through the Viet Cong ambush

quicker than would hale been possible by dismounted infan-

try. When the armor column reached Plei Me they entered

the camp and took up positions to reinforce the defen-

siv#;s even though the camp was still under attack by the

NVA.

Having failed to destroy the camp detenses and

the ARVN armor column, the NVA withdrew to the west. 2 7

If the insurgent threat in Vietnam was only the

Viet Cong and not North Vietnamese regulars it should

have been noted that this same force was cadred and

supplied by those responsible for the defeat of the

French and therefore was a threat of sufficient magnitude

to warrant the full resources of any American unit.

Thus, it still appears that an incorrect assess-

ment of the terrain in Vietnam and armor capability to

be employed in that terrain was responsible for armor

not being deployed with the first American units. This

2 'Coleman, J. D., Maj., Editor-in-Chief, The 1st

Air.Ca Division VietnaCm, Die, Nippon Printing Co.,
Tokyo, Japan, 19)70, p. 27.
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contention is supported by a message from General

Westmoreland to General Johnson on 5 Juiy 1965 which

states: "Except for a few coastal areas, mostly in I

Corps area, Vietnam is no place for either tankcs or mecli-

anized infantry."28

The first U.S. Armor units to be deployed to Viet-

nam were brought over with the 25th Infantry Division.

These units, the 3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalry (3/4 cay) and

the 1st Battalion, 69th (1/69) were actually in Vietnam

through a mix-tip in orders. The 25th was supposed to

leave its armor in Hawaii, but for some UTILULUaL ",eason,

the units were included in the division move.)29

In March 1966, the 1/69 Armor became the fir.st

American armor battalion committed to combat in Vietnam. 3 0

The performance of the 1/69 in combat was highly success-

ful and dispelled many of the myths concerning tan]ks in

a tropical environment.

Having arrived in Vietnam in late February, 1966,

28Fxtract of message, Military Assistancu Command,

Vietnam, to Chief of Staff, Army, 051230 Jul 65, U.S.
Army Chief of Military History Files, Washington, D.C,

2 9 Interview, General William C. Ilestmoreland,
Grandfather Mountain Golf and Country Club, Grandfather
Mountain, NC, 21 September 1975.

P0 Fuchalski, R. Vincent, Specialist 5th Class,
Tropic Lightening, 25th Infantry Division, Albert Love
Enterprises, Inc., Doraville, CA, 1967, 1. 338.

L[¢.
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the battalion first engaged the Viet Cong during an opera-

tion code-named Operation Circle Pines, which took place

between 29 March and 5 April 1966 in' an area just north

of the 25th Division base camp at Cu Chi (Figure 5). Circle

Pines was a brigade-size operation which utilized a combined

arms team for the first time in Vietnam. Other units in

addition to the 1/69 Armor in the brigade were the 1st

Battalion, 5th Infantry (Mechanized) (1/5); lst Battalion,

27th Infantry (1/27th); elements of Company B, 65th Engineer

Battalion, A Troop, 3rd Squadron, 4th Armored Cavalry, and

supporting artillery units. Control headquarters for

Circle Pines was 2d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division, com-

manded by Colonel L. M. Johnson, Jr.

Mission of the brigade was to conduct search and

destroy operations in their assigned sector. This area

had been completely controlled by the Viet Cong up to

this time.

Each one of the infantry battalions were cross-

reinforced with tanks from the 1/69 Armor and the 1/60

Armor had one company from the 1/5 Mechanized Infantry

plus two squads of engineers from the 6th Engineer

Battalion.

Results of this first armored operation are best

stated by the Brigade Commander, Col. Johnson, in his
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This operation was the Brigade's most successful to

aate in terirs of Viet Cong killed and equipment and
material captured or destroyed. It also marked the first
employment in Vietnam of the 25th Division's armored
battalion which very effectively combined with mechan-
ized and regular infantry units plus a reconnaissarxce
troop. The effective use of a combined arms task force
will not only prevent friendly losses but will inflict
maximum destruction on VC forces and fortification. 3 1

Colonel Johnson also listed a number of lessons

learned from this operation which further indicated the

tank's success. Some of the more significant factors

cited are:

Tanks and mechanized vehicles mus be used contin-

uously to beat the bush, explode booby traps, and
engage snipers. Tanks moving through heavy brush will
assist in uncovering tunnel entrances.

When snipers fire, the mobility and shock action
of armor must be immediately employed in order to
run them down or cut them off from withdrawing through

trenches. Infantry should immediately follow the
armor, utilizing the cleared area made by the tanks.

Snipers can be silenced during the night by using
aggressive fire at irregular intervals. 90 mm can-
nister is highly effective in this role as well as a
volley of artillery fire.

Mechanized or armored units can clear a helipad
for a single helicopter 3 2 in highly wooded areas in
'ýC.ZG 1-5, iminute.. 'IiI.i, enhances the units

flexibility in selecting an assembly area, 3 3

3 1 johnson, L. M., Jr., Colonel, Combat After

Action Report, Headquarters, 2nd Brigade, 25th Infantry
Division, 30 April 1966, p. ii.

3 2 The ability of armor units quickly to clear a

helicopter pad is of great significance since wounded
men were usually evacuated by helicopter and clearing a
landing area by hand usually took hours.

33Ibid., p. 12.

4 '-:: t '*t!A



This first armored action also proved that tanks were

not road bound in a tropical area but could maneuver crosS-

country in offensive action. Success'of this first armor

operation was brought to the attention of General.

Westmoreland and led to additional armor units being

deployed to Vietnam. 
4

The Need for Tanks--Limited Build-up

Although the armor strength in Vietnam increased

significantly by the end of 1966, there was still a great

imbalance in the ratio of infantry and armor. There were

-iv-o full infantry divisions in Vietnam by thi3 time but

only two tank battalions, three divisional armored cavalry

squadrons and one armored cavalry regiment. In addition

to the five full divisions present there were three

separate infantry brigades whose combined strength was

nearly equal to another full division. Only four of

these divisions had any uieecbanizzd battalion for a total

of seven mechanized infantry battalions, The mechanized

infantry battalion was a great asset to the infantry

division since the M-113AI armored personnel carrier

used by the mechanized battalions prcvided excellent

cross-country mobility, armor protection from small arms

4 Interview, General William C. Westmoreland,

Grandfather Mountain Golf and Country Club, Grandfather
Mountain, NC, 21 September 1975.
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fire and shell fragments, and reduced the requirement for

frequent ammunition resupply since a great deal of extra

ammunition could be stored in the carrier. Armored per-

sonnel carriers were not, however, a substitute for tanks

in either firepower or armor protection and as the overall

strength of the American forces continued to increase, the

need for tanks became even more pressing.

Each mission in which tanks were used further

proved the value of' tanks in Southeast Asia in a variety

of roles. There was no equal to the tank in the mission

of tuilvoy escort, road security, "jungle-busting," peri-

meter defense or in a variety of offensive operations.

Details of the tank's missions and capabilities will be

explained later in this paper, but at this point further

examination must be made of the efforts to increase the

number of armor units in Vietnam.

Major General Arthur L. WesL, Jr. (tuhe flrigad.er

General) and General Michael Davison (then Major General)

were on the Department of the Army staff in Washington

when U.S. forces were coummitted to Vietnam. Both men

tried continuously to convince General Harold X. Johnson,

Chief of Staff of the Army at that time, of the need and

feasibility of more armor in Vietnam. General Johnson

resisted the efforts of these two armor generals until

-
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one day, after much insistence by General West, General

Johnson stated that he (West) did not understand the problem.

The objective in Vietnam, Johnson stated, according to West,

... was not to win but to keep from losing.

Apparently Johnson was inferring that the tank was

a deocsive weapon and would add too much strength 'to the

U.S. forces. It is not known whether Johnson's opinion

influenced the total armor strength throughout the Vietnam

war since he was not Chief-of-Staff for the entire period.

General Westmoreland assumed the office of Chief-of--Staff

on 3 July 1968, the same year in which the last armor unit

was deployed to Vietnam.

Further insight into General Johnson's reasoning

fox his statement to West could not be gained since

Johnson refused a request by this writer for an interview.

However, a message from Johnson to Westmoreland dated 3

July 1965, lists a number of reasons why he (Johnson)

ruled against sending tank battalions to Vietnam in spite

of his staff's advice to the contrary. Most of the

reasons stated by Johnxson are so totally out of touch

with reality that it is difficult to believe there were

not more valid reasons which were not stated.

In the first instance Johnson referred to the U.S.

35lnterview, Major General Arthur L. West, Jr.,
(Ret.), Auburn Hill Farm, Bowling Green, VA, 19 September
1975.
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experience in Korea in which he stated that primarily

because of the Chinese wooden box mine the tank units had

limited usefulness. A student of military history could

only gasp at the total inaccuracy of this statement. It

is incomprehensible that a full general, Chief-of-Staff of

the Army, could be so unaware of the history of the Korean

War where the North Korean Army, using Russian-made T-34

tanks, pushed the American and South Korean Army the full

length of the Korean peninsula and almost into the sea

because these troops had no defense against tanks. Surely

Johnson was aware of General Dean's urgent message to

General MacArthur asking for American tanks. How could

he not know that the American tanks were the weapon that

stopped the North Korean armor and was instrumental in the

breakout of the Pusan Perimeter. Even if through some odd

quirk Johnson was not aware of all of this, his statement

implying that the tanks should not be uaed because of

wooden box mines is analogous to saying a rifle bullet can

kill an infantryman therefore the infantry can not be used.

Johnson goes on to say that the tanks would slow

the movement of the infantry. This reason has no validity

since the M4SA3 tank can move at 34 miles per hour and the

average foot soldier moves at three miles per hour. In

the Jungle the tank can break through in minutes where the

infantry may take hours or days. True, if tanks and
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infantry were operating across rice paddies and. the tank

became bogged down the infantry would, or at least should,

secure it until it has been freed, but thie can be avoided

by proper tank employment.

Johnson states further that the tank will create a

psychological atmosphere of conventional combat and recall

the French experience of 1953 and 1954. It is not clear

why creating an impression of conventional combat is unde-

sirable, but his reference to the French shows a complete

lack of understanding of the French armor experience in

Vietnam. An stated earlier, the French armor units were

successful even with antiquated World 'far II equipment.

Johnson ends his message on a contradictory note

with a statement that armored cavalry squadrons being

Ssent to Vietnam will have tanks and. if they prove desir-

able he will promptly ship a tank battalion if circum-

stances wakr&7&&•L 6  A tk or -sound reasoning in this

message indicates that either Johnson did not dictate

the message or it was a smoke screen for the real reasons

he did not want tanks in Vietnam.

In spite of General Johnson's objection to *end-

ing tanks to Vietnam, the growing realization on the

'"- ~~36E~ro
Extract of message, Chief of Staff, Army, to

ilitary Assistance Command, Vietnam, 03211Z, Jul 65,
U.S. Army Chief of Military History Files, Washington,i • D.C.
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part of General Westmoreland and his staff that a mistake had

been made in not deploying armor earlier resulted in the

request for additional tank battalions and armored cavalry

squadrons.37

Westmoreland admitted his mistake in his book, A

Soldier Reports. He states:

The ability of mechanized cavalry to operate effec-
tively in the Vietnamese countryside convinced me that
I was mistaken in a belief that modern armor had only
a limited role in the fighting in Vietnam.... While
their use among rice paddies and mountainous jungle
would be limited, their firepower and psychological
impact elsewhere would be reason enough to employ
them. (tanks)3 8

Another tank battalion, and the last to be deployed

to Vietnam, was the ist BN, 77th Armor, which arrived in

Vietnam in July 1968, as part of the lot Brigade, 5th

Infantry Division (Mechanized). Armor strength in Vietnam

reached its peak at this time with a total of three tank

battalions, six armored cavalry squadrons and one armored

cavalry regiment. This small armored force was woefully

inadequate to cope with supporting eighty-one infantry

battalions.39 An understanding of the degree of imbalance

C7Interview, Lieutenant General Donn A. Starry,
Commander, U.S. Army Armor Center, Fort Knox, KY, 28 Jan-fl uary 1976.

38Westmoreland, William C., A Soldier Reports,
Doubleday and Company, New York, 19'7, P. 178.

3 9 Army Buildup Progress Report, Department of ¶

the Army, Washington, D.C., 28 August 1968, pp. 7, 9-10.

.1l
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between armor and infantry in Vietnam can best be illus-

trated by an examination of the Army's Table of Organiza-

tion and Equipment (TO&E) and the ratio of armor to infan-

try in past wars.

Many different organizations were used by the

infant tank corps in World War I so each battle would have

to be examined for a completely accurate picture. In gen-

eral, however, there was a high tank-to-infantry ratio

used in the attacks where tanks were used to spearhead an

attack of six infantry divisions. Approximately 350 tanks,

constituting nine battalions, participated in the initial

4oassault with the remainder in reserve. TOus, each

infantry division had nearly 80 tanks in support. It must

be remembered, however, that the tank at that time was an

infantry support weapon with the mission of destroying

barbed wire to clear a path for the infantry and to

silence enemy machine guns.

After World War I the mission of the tanks was

still to support the infantry but were to be employed in

t a ratio of one light tank battalion for each infantry
41

* regiment.

'Fitzsimons, Bernard, (ed.), Tanka and Weapons
of World War I, BCP Publishing Ltd., London, 1973, pP.
7 -Y•-1l5.

"O410gorkiewicz, Richard M. Armour, Atlantic
Books, Steven and Sons, Ltd., 1960,--. p 4.
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World War II saw the role of the tank expanded to

almost every type of offensive action. This was made pos-

sible by the advancement in tank technology and by more

liberal thinking on the part of American commanders after

other countries had demonstrated the superiority of the

tank in a primary role.

Or anizational Considerations

Organizational structure within the Army has always

been in the throes of change as the Army seeks to find

better ways to accomplish its mission. By late 1943 the

armored division was organized with three tank battalions,

one armored reconnaissance squadron and three infantry

battalions. With a ratio of one taak battalion for each

infantry battalion the division commander could cross-

reinforce to bave three tank-heavy task forces and three
iro.ary-hoavy task for-es. Total -- i-i- , - I. --

was 159 medium tanks and. 77 light tanks. 2

Infantry divisions of the period were very dif-

ferent. They were organized with nine dismounted infan-

try battalions and armor support was provided by separate

tank and/or tank destroyer battalions. It would be dif-

ficult to draw any conclusions concerning the tank-infantry

4 22Table of Organization and Equipment Number 17,

War Department, Washington, D.C., 15 September 19i43, pp.
4-5.
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ratio in this case since the numbei of tank. battalions

attached to any given infantry division would vary accord-

ing to the division's mission and priority.

By the time war started in Korea the Army divi-

sions had again reorganized. Since armored divisions were

not committed in Korea only infantry divisions will be

considered. U.S. infantry divisions in Korea had three

organic regiments. Each regiment consists of three infan-

try battalions, a regimental tank company with twenty-two

tanks, and various support companies. Additionally, the

division had one reconnaissance company with light tanks

and a tank battalion with three tank companies. This gave

the infantry division the equivalent of two tank batta-

lions to support nine infantry battalions. There were

exceptions to this rule, however, since some of the infan-

try divisions in Korea bad a number of UN battalions

attached, it~ possi-hi ýnv fnr division to have as many

as twelve infantry battalions to support. When the divi-

sion had only its nine organic battalions to support the

tank-infantry ratio was very close to the present-day dis-

* mounted infantry division. This type of infantry divi-

sion is nearly a thing of the past since most infantry

divisions today are mechanized and have a much higher

tank-infantry ratio than the dismounted. divisions.

&.A
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Current U.S. Army divisions are organized around a

"division base" which, with few exceptions, are the same

for most divisions whether they are armored, mechanized,

or straight infantry. A "division base" consists of the

division headquarters, division staff and various adminis-

trative, maintenance, supply and support units. (Figure

6). Primary difference in each of the divisions is in

the number and type of combat manuever battalions.43

Usually, the armored division is organized with six tank

battalions and five mechanized infantry battalions. A

miechanized division has four tank battalions and six

mechanized infantry battalions while an infantry division

has only one tank battalion, one mechanized infantry

battalion and eight infantry battalions. (Figure 7).

Each of these divisions with the number of battalions

just described is called a "type" division and may be
44

assigned any number of battaiioZ6 i a given ... i. 44

For example, there are three armored divisions in the

active army today. Of these three divisions two of them,

the Third and Fourth Armored Divisions, are organized as

a "type" division while the First Armored Division has

43Only tank battalions and infantry battalions
are classified as maneuver battalLons.

4 4 Armor Reference Data, Vol. I, The Army Division,

U.S. Army Armor School, Fort Knox, KY, January 1974, pp.
2-.3,

'i
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"TYPE DIVISION

DIVISION BASE' DIVISION BASE DIVISION RASE

ARMORED DIVISION INFANTRY DIVISION INFANTRY DIVISION
(MlECHA NIZEO )

TANK BATTALION TANK BATTALION INANTRY BATT INFANTRY BATTALION(MECHANIZED)1 (MECKANZ.ED,

IINFANTRY 13ATTALION INFANTRY BATTALION TANK BATTALION

(5E

I DIVISION BASE*

DIV HHC MP CO AVN BN (INF DIV) L ARMd CO

I ~(ARMO & MECH DlVI]

,I -- M1..

SIG ON ENGR BN

ARM CAV SQDN
(ARMO & MECH DIV) DIV AR1-Y SPT COMD ADA BN

AIR CAV SQON
(I NF DI V)

*This dIam/'am refl-Icts division base units organic to armored, mechinized Infantry, and Infan"ry divisions only.

S; I V"].GURES' 6 and 7
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only four tank battalions and four mechanized infantry batta-

lions. One infantry division, the 25th, is the only U.S.

Army division today without a tank battalion.

Compared to the tank-infantry ratio of both the

past and present, the U.S. forces in Vietnam were far belou

strength in armor. With a strenuvh of seven full divisions

and four separate brigades whose combined numbers more

than equaled the combat strength of' an eighth division,

the tank-infantry ratio in Vietnam was two and one-tbird

divisions for each tank battalion,

Problems Caused by Insufficient Armor

It is axiomatic that tanks are most effective when

employed in mass.45 Exactly at what point and in what

numbers the reduction of mass degrades the tank's effec-

tiveness would. be difficult to say. Most tank unit

commanders will agree however that it is undesirable to

employ tanks in less than platoon strength. This is also

army doctrine.

Army field manuals on armor operations state:

"The platoon is the smallest armor unit to be attached

to another organization.46 "Tanks and infantry should

S4Special Text 17-12, History and Role of Armor,
U.S. Army Armor School, Fort Knox, KY, April 1974, p. 57

4 6 FM 17-1, Armor Operationt, Department of the

Army, October 1966, p. 15.
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not be attached in less than platoon strength. To do so

is justified only when the entire platoon cannot be used

effectively." 47 Guidance provided by field manuals is not,

of course, absolute, but usually represents the best tac-

tical method commensurate with conditions of terrain and

the enemy situation.

Armor has always been known for its flexibility

to adapt to changing conditions and there are times,

though rare, that it may be necessary to operate in less

than platoon strength. It is not justified, however, by

a lack of proper planning and force mix such as existed

in Vietnam.

There are a number of reasons for the tank pla-

toon to be employed as a unit, one of the foremost being

the ability to provide mutual support between tanks. A

tank platoon moving over unfamiliar terrain where the

enemy situation is unknown will move in bounds. That is,

one part of the platoon can stay back and support by fire

while the rest of the platoon moves forward. Should the

moving elements of the platoon be attacked, the over-

4; watching elements will be free to maneuver against the

"attacker. With only part of a platoon, such as two tanks,

47FM 17-15, Tank Units, Platoon, Comrany and
Battalion, Department of the Army, March 1966, p. 27.

4"
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this would be impractical since the movement would separate

the two tarics and leave them vulnerable to piecemeal dis-

truction. . (rig-re 8).

Another reason for platoon size employment is for

maintenance, supply and recovery support. Each tank company

has an organic maintenance section with one tank retriever

and a limited repair capability. When the platoons are

detached from the company and attached in an infantry com-

pany, the tank company must still provide maintenance and

recovery capability. One platoon centrally located can be

accommodated, but if platoons are split with one or two

tanks in a number of locations it becomes almost impos-

sible to support these individual tanks. Additionally,

if one tank becomes bogged down another tank can help

extricate him, but other tanks must be available to pro-

tect both of these tanks during this critical period..

e Cther mechatnzed infantrv companies nor dismounted

infantry companies are equipped with a recovery vehicle

capable of retrieving a tank, therefore the platoon must

help itself or be assisted by the company or battalion

maintenance section. Consequences of platoon piece-

mealing were highlighted by an incident which occurred

in early 1968. Elements of the 25th Infantry Division

were engaged in search and destroy operations in War

Zone C (Fig-ure 9 and 11) when the 2d Battalion, 34th
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Armor (2/34 Armor), the division's only tank battalion, was

ordered to send a platoon to an infantry battalion operating

south of Tay Ninh. Upon arrival in the infantry battalion

area, the platoon was split among the infantry companies

with a single tank being attached to one company. While

deployed in a marshy area, this tank became mired in the

soft ground. Attempts by the tankc to free itself only

resulted in sinking deeper in the mud. Lacking a tank

recovery capability, the infantry left a small security

force with the tank anid moved on. Darkness fell before a

tank recovery vehicle (VTR) from 2/34 Armor could reach

the tank, owing to the 50 plus kilometers the VTR had to

cover. In their effort to protect the tank, the infantry

had not deployed a sufficient distance to preclude anti-

tank fire. A Viet Cong gunner hit the tank with an RPG

round from the jungle and penetrated the turret detonat-

ir- the tank's basic load of main gun ammunition. The

tank was destroyed. Had the tank been with its platoon

another tank could have freed it while the rest of the

* :platoon secured the area.

Supply is a less difficult problem, but neverthe-

less, a problem. Dismounted infantry units have very

At• few vehicles and most of these vehicles use gasoline for

fuel. Tanks burn large quantities of diesel fuel and

must be resupplied by the tank battalion. Again, the

I N

- .--- -'--- --- - - . . - 7- -
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split platoon adds to an already difficult problem.

All of these problems are a consideration in the

employment of the tank platoon but perhaps secondary to the

reduced combat effectiveness of the platoon when it is

split. The tankc., in addition to its firepower, mobility

and armor protection, has a great psychological effect on

the enemy, known as shock action. It is unnerving and ter-

rifyinG to the average dismounted soldier to see these thun-

derous weapons coming toward them, especially in large

numbers. There is usually indecision on the part of the

infantryman to know which tank to engage first. There is

also a wave of panic that engulfs the soldier as to whether

the tanks can be stopped at all. If only one or two tanks

are in the attacking force, the psychological effect is

reduced, the duration of panic shortened and the indecis-

ion less effective since all antitank weapons could con-

centrate on one or two tanks.

Finally, the tank platoon, when actually engaged

in fighting, has the benefit of mutual support between

the tankcs. This differs from the movement by bounds men-

tioned earlier. When the tanks and dismounted infantry

are advancing together, the tank must move at the speed

of the infantry which is approximately three miles-per-

hour. This makes the tank more vulnerable since a ,sta-

tionary or slow moving target is easier to hit than a
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fast movinG one. An enemy attack in this situation will

often result in the infantry taking cover and leaving the

tank unprotected from antitank teamsv However, if an

entire platoon of tanks is working together one tankz can

provide protection for the other. An excellent combat

example of this type of situation occurred in Vietnam dur-

ing the Tet Offensive in early 1968. One platoon of Com-

pany A, 2/34 Armor, commanded by Lieutenant John Hayes,

was attached to the 2d Battalion, 27th Infantry, which

was conducting search and destroy operations in the Hobo

Woods. (Fi&gures 10 and II). During one phase of the

operation Hayes' platoon was moving across an open area

accompanied by an infantry company. This area was pock

marked by huge bomb craters from B-52 bomber strit-es with

2,000 pound bombs which restricted the tank platoon's

ability to maneuver freely. As Hayes' platoon approached

the woodline, the area erupted with antitankc rocket fire.

Most of the tanks sustained hits from the joukets and

one of the tanks was set on fire. All of the infantry

£ immediately withdrew leaving the tanks to fight alone.

With three tanks still in action (one was lost the day

before), Hayes was able to utilize suppressive fires

from all of the tanks' weapons while maneuvering toward

the burning tank to assist the crew in evacuation. Hayesf then proceeded to deliver a hi;gh volume of fire as he
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backed off from the Viet Cong amoush thus saving the tank

crew and the other three tanks. Had the entire platoon not

been together, it is probable that t'he crew from the dis-

abled tank would not have survived the intense enemy fire.

Unfortunately, tanks in Vietnam were deployed in

less than platoon strength with a frequency which made it

the rule rather than the exception. When the tank batta-

lion had control of a full tank company, the tanks were

usually deployed by platoons. When the tank company was

under direct control of a brigade or infantry battalion it

was usually broken up into smaller elements to give each

platoon or company at least tolken tank support.

Some of the mechanized infantry battalions were

commanded by armor officers who fully understood the

principles of armor employment and maintained platoon inte-

grity where possible as did other mechanized infantry

battalion commanders with armor or mechanized experience.

Very few of the regular infantry battalion commanders had

sufficient armor experience or training to understand

fully the importance of keeping the platoon togethier

and those that did seldom had enough tanks at any one

time to allow them to deploy the platoon as a unit. The

problem runs full-circle back to the basic lack of tank-

units in Vietnam.

None of the armor units in Vietnam were exempt

L- '
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from this piecemeal employment. Lieutenant General (then

Colonel) Donn A. Starry, former Commander of the 11th

Armored Cavalry Regiment (ACR) in Vietnam, stated in his

after-action report:

S.There was an almost fatal fixation with the
idea of breaking the cavalry down to the lowpst level
with4g few vehicles for each small infantry element

Since platoon integrity problems were due mostly

to lack of sufficient armor in Vietnam it is to be expected

that tank company and tank battalion problems were similar

to the platoon. Battalion level problems were Greatly

magnified, however, in the areas of maintenance and sup-

port. In some instances the problems reached nightmarish

proportions. One such instance occurred when Company C,

2/34 Armor, was detauhed from the battalion on 20 Feb-

ruary 1L68 aTuj -5uIu Uto tLhe Ior av. X5Jt a

with the 3d Squadron, 5th Armored Cavalry from the 9th

Infantry Division. This move was prompted by a surprise

attack on the Lang Vei Special Force,; Camp by a North

Vietnamese Army (NVA) unit using armor. (Figure ii).

"The loss of Company C reduced the 2/34 Armor to only one

teankc company, Company A. Company B had been detached

4, from the battalion upon its arrival in Vietnam in September

"48starry
Sa,,, Donn A., Colonel (now MG), 1lth Armored

Cavalry Regiment, Senior Officers Debriefing Report,
7 December 1969 - 7 June 1970, p. 15.
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1966, and peri:ianontly attached to the 1st Infantry Division

whiich had an armored cavallry squadron but no tani.c battalion.

Three mechanized infantry companies were then attached to

the 2/34 Armior for a mission in the area just north of Cu

Chi. This was during the Tet Offensive and many Viet Cong

and NVA units were active in that area. After a number of

engagements with enemy forces the battalion received addi-

tional attachments in the form of an armored cavalry troop

from the llth ACR. In addition to supporting five line

companies actually with the battalion headquarters, 2/34

Armor was still responsible for supporting its two detached

companies, one of which was over three-hundred miles north.

Support for Company B required only personnel replacements

but, oddly enough, the battalion commander was also res-

ponsblofor tha Cornduct of' theCopn and -waracew- n-uir46

to render efficiency ratings on the company commander

even though the company habitually worked for another divi-

sion.

Resources allocated to a tank. battalion for logis-

tical and maintenance support are based oni the organic

strength of the battalion or an equivalent number. When

additional units are attached to the battalion the batta-

lion support capability is normally augmented by the

parent battalion of the attached unit. For example, if

a mechanized infantry company is attached to a tankA
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battalion the mechanized company is usually accompanied by

a part of the mechanized battalion support platoon from

the battalion headquarters company0 "'By the same token

the tank battalion provides support to the tank company

when the tank company is attached to an infaqtry battalion.

By mutual agreement the battalion commanders of the tank

and infantry battalions may retain that portion of the

support platoon normally allocated to the detached company

which would still leave a balanced support system. In

Vietn0aII huwuvur-, th u mechanized battalions in many instances

did not send the proper support with their companies when

they were attached to a tank battalion but still insisted

on the tank battalion providing support to the detached

tank companies. This overburdened the support capabi-

lity of the tank battalion unnecessarily.

In the case just stated concerning 2/34 Armor,

the battalion was strained to the limit to support its

own companies and the attached units.

To further compound the situation, Company C at

one time was split between four different divisions.

None of these divisions had the capability to provide

maintenance support for the company and due to a mix-up

in the orders published by Headquarters, U.S. Army,

Vietnam, (USARV), none of the divisions would provide

personnel replacements. Parts were obtained in the
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Saigon area by the Executive Officer of 2/34 Armor and air-

lifted to Phu Bai. (Figure 12). A most unsatisfactory

arrangement. Again, this situation was caused by a lack

of tank strength in Vietnam.

Supply and Maintenance Supnort --

Since a lack of proper support was one of the major

problems facing the armor units in Vietnam, some insight

into the overall supply system is required to appreciate

fully the Situation.

From the time a unit is activated in the Army, the

type and amount of equipment in that unit creates an

increased demand on the supply system.

Spare parts are allocated and stocked in accor-

dance with the quantities of various items of equipment.

The initial allocation is determined by a mathematical

formula. The amount is increased or decreased as exper-

ience dictates. Using the formula the Army authorizes

stockage ci repair parts starting at company and batta-

lion level up through the division maintenance battalion

through corps support command, theater level and finally,

total Army stocks in the continental United States. At

the using unit level, e.g., tank company and battalion,

this parts stockage is called the Prescribed Load List,

(PLL). At division level it is called an Authorized

*
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Stockage List (ASL). Any given unit is only authorized to

stock the parts they are capable of replacing on an item

of equipment. A tank company, for example, would be auth-

orized to stock spark. plugs for a 1/4 ton truck (jeep),

since they are authorized to replace these spark plugs.

They are not authorized to stock an item such as a tank-

transmission since the skill level for replacinG this part

is found at the maintenance battalion of the division.

Some exceptions are made to this rule. A tank:

company or battalion may repair or install items carried

at the maintenance battalion level when one of the meet-

anics from that unit supervises the work. The part is

still provided by the maintenance battalion, however.

As would be expected, the hiGher the number of

any piece of equipment the greater the number of repair

pacts authorized. Yet, one of the basic support problems

for the armor units in Vietnam was that there simply were

not enough of them to cause the supply system to maintain

the desired level of stock.

It may be confusing to describe a, supply system

that allows an adequate number of parts for a tank batta-

lion and then state that the presence of only three tank

battalions, plus a number of armored cavalry units, would

not generate a sufficient stock supply, but there were

other factors which had a bearing on the problem.
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Probably the greatest single factor which caused a

problera in parts support was the confusion which existed

in the logisLical system at depot level. Ships would off-

load at major ports such as Saigon and Cam Ranh and trucks

would then move the parts to a depot. Often Vietnamese

drivers were used who had no understanding or concern for

the U.S. supply system. These drivers would often lose

the packing list that accompanied a shipment of parts. Con-

sequently, that shipment would not get logged into the

inventory. Over a period of time this lack of control of

parts and equipment grew to such proportion that the con-

trol center for these supplies had no idea what was on

hand in the depot. When a using unit requisitioned an

item it would often be told the item was not available

when actually there wore a number of them on hand in

Vietnam. This caused a breakdown in the supply system.

Personnel from using units would have to make a trip to

the depot and look through row after row of supplies to

find what they needed and then arrange for transportation

F to get the items to their unit.

Compounding this problem for, the armor units was

a lack of proper maintenance support by the division

4
maintenance battalion. This battalion is organized and

equipped to secure, stock and issue repair parts pertain-

ing to the equipment in the division and to provide field
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maintenance of all divisional material except signal and

cryptoGraphic. 49

Just as the efficiency and effectiveness of a com-

bat unit varies with the commander and his staff, so does

a support unit such as the maintenance battalion. Some

maintenance battalions did an outstanding job supporting

thieir division and some performed in a totally unsatisfac-

tory manner. Those performing unsatisfactorily or mar-

Ginally did so because of a lack of training of the batta-

lion personnel or through the disinterest of the CorIMrIard-

ers. There were also nondivisional maintenance units pro-

viding support on an area basis which were ill-equipped

for the job of supporting armor or mechanized units.

A major contributing factor to armor's support

and maintenance problems was a lack of appreciation on

the part of many senior commanders of the necessity for

periodic maintenance on tanks and other armor equipment.

Most infantry battalions were usually e-ven combat mis-

sions of relatively short duration at the end of which

they would return to their base camp for a stand-down

of two or three days. Tank battalions however were sel-

dom allowed to do this, particularly in the dry season.

4 9 Armor Reference Data, U.S. Army Armor School,
Fort Knox, KY, May 1967, p. 98.
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In one case, 2/34 Armcr working for the 25th Infantry Divi-

sion operated for nearly six months without returning to

base camp. During this period the battalion's vehicles

incurred a Great deal of damage from enemy action, yet

there was a lack of maintenance and spare parts. To a

large extent, this situation was brought about by a laclk

of sufficient tank strength in Vietnam. With only one

tank company remaining in 2/34 Armor (the other twvo w-jere

detached) to support the division in both convoy security and

infantry support, there was rarely a day when the tanks wore

not noieeded

Nor were the tank battalions themselves blameless

for some of their problems. Many of the crew m ribers were

untrained in maintenance and the Army's quick promotion

practice of both commissioned and non-eonunissioned offi-

cers placed men with little or no maintenince experience

in positions uf respombiblity ,,hbih -resulted in a 'blind

leading the blind" situation. In some cases, the break-

down in the parts sy. tem originated at battalion level by

Spoor record keeping and the failure to order parts in a

timely manner.

Insufficient tank density and a serious lack of

control at depot level were still, however, the primary,

. cause of the unresponsive parts supply system.

4-rssplyssel



Considerations for an Armored Division

An armored division in Vietnam would have solved

,1Lost of the problems of maintenance support, parts supply,

and the shortage of armor. Members of an armored divi-

sion maintenance battalion are psychologically teared to

the support of large numbers of armored vehicles and weapons

and this maintenance battalion is larger than the one sup-

porting an infantry division. Obviously there would be

strong command emphasis on armor maintenance support.

Parts supply problems would be significantly reduced through

the influence exerted by an interested division commander.

If necessary, contact teams would be placed in the vicin-

ity of the supply depots to expedite the flow of parts to

the division. This system worked well for the 1st Infan-

try Division and was reflected in the excellent support

to that division. Excessive periods of equipment utili-

zation without maintenance would be eliminated by the

number of tanks and other armor weapons available to the

armored division. This does not mean that additional

tank strength would not be needed for the infantry. Each

infantry division would need two tank battalions for support

of their own troops since the armored division would be

employed in its own Tactical Area of Responsibility and

would not be sending its tank battalions to support



infantry divisions.

Expertise in all armor matters could have been pro-

vided to the theater by the armored division commander and

his staff. This would have greatly facilitated the intel-

ligent employment of armor units by infantry commanders

and increased the level of armor maintenance proficiency

in those infantry division maintenance battalions which

were lacl~ing.

Employment of an armored division could have been

maximi-.ed by shifting the forces of that division from III

and IV corps zones to I and II corps zones with the change

of the dry season. (Figures I and 13). Movement would,

be made by sea. Where the situation demanded, a brigade of

the division could have been deployed independently with

its forward support company from the maintenance battalion.

While waiting for an area to dry from the monsoons,

the tank units could perform maintenance and road/convoy

security missions. Once the ground was firm they could

resume search and destroy operations.

An evaluation of armcr operations in Vietnam was

performed by a study group from the Department of the Army

from 6 January to 28 March 1967. This group, headed by

Major General Arthur L. West, Jr., and called the MACOV

Study Group, made a determination of the trafficability

by tanks and APC's in the various regions of Vietnam.

'1(



(Figture 14). Conclusions reached by the L;roup wore That,

overall, tanks can move with their organic support in 61 per-

cent of Vietnam during the dry seasoni and 16w percent in the

wet season with armored personnel -rriers being ab3.e to

move in 65 percent of Vietnam year--_und. In III Corp

zone, 92 percent of the area is trafficable to tanks and

APe's in the dry season. kFor detail of each zone see

Figures 15 through 22).

With so much of the terrain in Vietnam trafficable

to tanks, there is very little doubt that an armored divi-

sion could havu been emwployed there. Even in area:s where

tanks and APC's could not go the armored division could

have used their five mechanized infantry battalions in Lis-

mounted operations while using the tanks in any number of

defensive operations.

Since the armored division is the most powerful

organization in the U.S. ground forces, it \uould appear

that the misjudgement that preventcd its employment in

Vietnam denied the U.S. forces 'here the use of a highly

effective arsenal of weapons.

Armored Cavalry Re intents--Another Option

Armored cavalry regriments (ACR) are organized for

50Mechanized and Armor Combat Operations in Vietnam,

(nACOV' Dopaitment of the Army, 28 March 1067, p.
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independent operations. This type of unit is ideally suited

for operations in a counter-insurgency environment. Only

one ACR, the 11th, was deployed to Vietnam. Experiences

of the 11th ACR vividly illustrated the effectiveness of

this type of unit.

Employment of a number of ACH's to Vietnam would

have been a viable, and perhaps more desirable, alternative

to an armored division. In the opinion of General Starry,

five ACR's could have completely sealed the Laotian and

Cambodian border against VC/NVA infiltration into Vietnam

and denied this vital sanctuary to the enemy. According

to Starry, areas in which the 11th ACR operated were so

tightly sealed that it brought the VC-NVA into the open

in desperate attempts to be resupplied. Sealing of the

Cambodian border in the War Zone C area cut the supply

lines for enemy troops already in the area and over a

4eriA ...C 4-4,-o f~l:C t,.' oA ee-- e ol- :--lnr Ourc,'oc of'

supply. In doing so, they w.rere usually detected by

troopers of the 1ll;h ACR and destroyed. 5 1

Cambodia, vs a Viet Cong sanctuary, was a t[±orn

in the side of the U.S. forces in Vietnam. It was both

frustrating and demoralizing to the Americans to know

$ " 1 Starry interview, 12 December 1975.

+:
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that only on imaginary line provided a safe haven for enemy

forces to rest, resupply and train anytime the pressure

became great in Vietnam. Uiits operating iii War Zone C

could hear and see movement of enemy resupply vehicles

across the border within artillery range but were not

allowed to enLage them. Yet they knew that sooner or

later that same enemy, at a tine and place of his own

choosing, would soon be crossing that border into Vietnam.

When President Nixon authorized American forces

to cross that border, one of the lead elemenits was the

l1th Armored Cavalry ReUirneut which attacked through War

Zone C into an area known as the "Fishhook." (Figfure

23). During this operation, the llth ACR lkilled hundreds

of VC/NVA troops, destroyed hundreds of enemy burnlers

and undorground living complexes, and captured tons of

food, weapons, ammunition and medical supplies.

This was a large operation involving not only

the 1lth ACR but the 25th Infantry Division, 1st Air

Cavalry Division, and numerous other units including

2d Battalion, 34tb 4rmor,

Flexibility and a high degree of combat capa-

bility ace a result of the unique organization of the

ACR. Seldom does this unit need additional combat units

attached since the regiment is a large combined arms

team consisting of tankas, artillery, infantry, air

It
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cavalry, track mounted scouts, and M-33;I Sheridan "light

tanks. ,,52

Augmentation of administrative and maintenance

units normally is required for the armored cavalry regi-

ment and in Vietnam additional infantry was needed since,

for some reason, the rifle squads organic to the armored

cavalry platoons were deleted from the units Table of

Organization and Equipment (ACd). (For ACR complete

organization see Fiiire 24).

Armored cavalry regiments can operate on a wide

front and react quickly to enemy contact. Scout elements

of the regiment are used to locate enemy forces, estab-

lish contact and notify regimental headquarters. With

the resources at his disposal, the ACR commander could

~erui~fuxethn [Z ouU5 With sufficxieni fire power to defeat

any size enemy element likely to be encountered,

Supporting fire was usually provided by the U.S.

Air Force and long-range artillery but unlike other

organizations, the ACR can also operate beyond the range

of' supporting artillery since oacn sq iadron of the regi-

ment has a battery of 155 mm howitzers. Additionally,

5 2 The M-551 Sheridan's official designation is
actually an Armored Reconnaissance Airborne Assault
Vehicle (AR/AAV). In actuality, this vehicle is a light
tank in all respects to include main armament, machine-
guns, communication, armor protection and tracks.

L
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the organic air cavalry troop could provide rapid aerial

support with rockets, machine guns and automatic grenade

launchers.

Since the majority of supplies and reinforcements

for the VC/NVA operation in South Vietnam were infiltrated

through Laos and Cambodia, the sealing of these borders

by sufficient ACR's would have left the enemy forces

already operating in South Vietnam in dire straits and

would have contributed to a speedy, successful conclusion

to the American involvement there. Instead, another oppor-

tunity was lost to the air mobile infantry mania possess-

ing the decision makes of the period.

Armor' n Performance in Vietnam

Armor's effectiveness and desirability were proven

e•,•ly in the Vietnam conflict. Examples of 1/69 Armor

stuatd earl.ier brought the tank's usefulness to the atten-

:iof,. of the .ommrnantjr in Vietnam. As more armor arrived

in country a'nd missionsa expanded, the tank's worth was

confirmod dramatically. Missions performed by armor units

included suarbh end destroy, clear and secure, and security

opetrations.

SetErcb and destroy missions were conducted to

locate and destroy enemy forces along with their instal-

lations, supplies and equipment. The seizing and holding

jJ*



of terrain wtLs le.sb ilj.ortu~nt, for onJce the CI1(3i'y :;,VLL

defeated in ;, cert.ain area thi- armor unit normal ly imlovud

to allother a.rea to begin a •low rissobri. rank battal i.Loi

were habiatiiallv cross-reinforced w,:ith infantry whi].e

searching. There wrere a number of benefits to infantry

to have the tanks lead. Tank•s could destroy booby traps

with their tracks and dotolnate antipersonnel mines with

impunity. Those vicoub weaqpons injured and ktilled raar.

infantry soldiars in Vietnam wlhen tlev y.lere "ork i. Wi. tfl-

out tankzs, When enemy contact was made wiith tanks in

thre lead, tihe irii tial effects were niot as g-reat on the

fuj.ridl., 1" 'x(;nc since the tanil. could take small arms fire

without sustainina. damage and the infan try could L;;t

behind the tanks to return fire or seet other cover.

If the operation was in dense jungle, the tanks

were invaluable at breaking trails for the infatitry. This

not only saved a tremendous arrount of time and energy for

Lhe infantry, but, as in the open, booby tr'aj)s an1d IIIL(Ž5

vexro tripped by the tanks preventing infantry casual.ties.

Tanks often paid a heavy Price in these opera-

tions, especially in the jungle. Visibility iii thir jungle

was limited to only a few feet and the Viet Cong; could

jstay3 cicealed until the tanks were very close and then

fire antitankl rockets known as RPG's. The earlier., modul

of thij w,'eapon, the RPG-2, was relatively ineffective



against the 148,A3 tankis use(] by the Americans although soiie

1148's were destroyed by this weapon. A later model, the

RPG-7, was- much more effective and couTld p)enetrate the

tank's armor at almost any point. If the tanrk was pane-

trated there were varying degrees of effect depending on

what the jet stream of the round hit when it entered the

interior. Results could be insignificant, such as interior

wiring or other equipment danmaged, or a catastrodihic secon-

dary explosion that would kill the crew and destroy the

tank. The latter occurred w•ea the jet stream hit the

basic load of the main gun am:itunh t- on.

I As mentioned previously, the tank was also inval-

uable at quickl]_y clearing an area for a helicopter to

I land and pick up a wounded man. There were two ways the

Stanl: accompli-shed this clearing task. One method was

* to fire cannister ammunition with the 9)0 mm main gun.

* 1This had the effect of a huge scythe cutting a large

crescent through the trees and foliage. Another m,.-ethod

4 was simply to drive around in increasingly larger circles
I

crushing the vegetation and knocking down trees. In very

dense jungle, a combination of both methods was used.

A, A serious problem facing American forces in search

and destroy operations was the destruction of the enemy's

I bases of operations once they were discovered. A Viet

Cong base camp was always underground in a network of



tunnels and heavily fortified bunkers. Destruction of an

extensive underLround complex often took a ma'sive eiigiocr

effort, hundreds of pounds of explosi.res, a gsreat many

troops, and a lot of tirne, To loave the complex undos-

troyed meant certain reoccvupation byi, more V:i.et Corng at a

later date and often another assault on these positions

by Am1leriOan troops. Tanks could do a great deal of damage

to these tunnels and bunkers bi- driving over them and

caving them in with their weiCht. Some bunkers were des-

troyed by the tank. firing 90 rn hibgh explosive ammunition

into the bunkers and pivotingi the tLnks on top of them.

Infantry operating without tanks ho.d no Gl!oLCe but to

leave the bunker complexes intact or do only minimal

damage with the small amount of plastic e:,plosives they

carried.

'quantities of ammunition carried on a tanlk wan

another asset. Infantrymen have only the ammunition they

4 can carry. Since they must also carry their food, xwate-,

and various other items, their basic load is couipara-

Lively small, usually 300 rounds of ammunition for their

automatic rifle, a few fragmentation grenades. Some

carry one or two M-72 Light Antitank (LAW) weapons. In

-j 4 an ambush or other intensive firefights the infantrymen

k totally exhaust their supply of ammunition in as little

as fifteen mIinutes. Mechanized infantry is an exception



to this rule since they cani carry larGe quantities of a~lmm'ali--

tion in their armored personntel carriers. However, since

inf;Lntry normally fight dismounted, there are time(-s when

they cannot get to their carrier to be resupplied. The tank,,

on the other 'hand, mnay not exýpend all of' its ammunition for

as long as two or three hours. Additionally, -when the.

iinfa~ntry niseds aimm.unition they arc usually resupplied by

hielicopter. In many firefiGlitq, the helicopter cannot' landl

in the vicinity oý. the fight without being- hit and possibly

de-,stroyed by gr3.ound fire. By the same token the -infanitry

* cannot easily disengag~e from the enemy to walk a great

distance to be resupplied. Tanks, however, can back away

from the fight one at a tinie to resupply and quickly return

to the fight.

Two examples come to mnind at this point which illus-

* trate toe tank's staying power and ability effectively and

efficiently to disengage to resupply. They also show howr

three tankcs were used to destroy a Viet Cong ambush whichi

had an entire infantry company pinned down out of ammuni-

* tion.

The first incident occurred in April 1963 when two

companies of the 2d Battalion, 27th Infantry, walked into

Ian amibush in the Hobo 'Woods just north of Cu. Chi. (Figcures

10 and 11). Moving across an open rice paddy area toward

a patch of woods the company was very near the woods when
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the woodline suddenly erupted with small arms and automatic

weapons fire. All of the men took cover behind the dikes

in the rice paddies and returned fire. In a very short

time most of the men were out of ammunition, Those still

attempting to return the fire were wounded or killed as

soon as they raised above the dikes to fire their weapons.

Helicopters that tried to resupply the trapped company

were immediately driven off by the intense enemy fire.

Lieutenant John Hayes, a platoon leader from Company A,

2/34 Armor (mentioned earlier) was attached to this infan-

try battalion but had been left in the command post area.

Hayes was not sent forward to extricate the company

with his three remaining tanks. (Hayes' loss of his other

two tanks described earlier). Arriving at the scene of

the fire fight, Hayes attacked the dug-in Viet Cong with

his three tanks firing 90 mm canister, 7.62 mm machine

guns and .50 caliber machine guns. Hayes' tanks were

immediately taken under fire by a number of RPG gunners

with 1.t: being scored on all three tanks. Hayes con-

tinued to press the attack and soon the platoon ser-

geant's tank was disabled and burning from RPG fire.

Shortly thereafter, Hayes was seriously wounded when an

RPG gunner hiding in a hole hit Hayes' tank from the

, rear. With his tank burning, Hayes and his crew eva-

cuated the vehicle but not before the three tanks had

t- ---7 -....
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routed the Viet Cong. Hayes' attack left 4'7 Viet ConG dead

by actual body count and the pressure was removed fronm the

embattled i-ifantry companies. Both Hacyes and his platoon

sergeant were evacuated to thb hospital at Cu Chi where

they were decorated for bravery the next day by the divi-

sion commander.

Another incident occurred in a small village just

west of Cu Chi at about the same time. A fire support base

(FSB) had been established approximately 10 kilometers east

of Cu Chi. (Figure 10 and Figure i1.). Conducting search

and destroy operations at that time in norther 'ar Zone C,

2/3'4 Arm11o0, commanded by, Lieut-on-t Colonel John Tipton,

was ordered to move south to secure this fire support

base dubbed FSB Crockett. Stopping only to resupply at Cu

Chi base camp, 2/314 Armor proceeded east along Route 3A;

As the battalion approached the small village of Tan Hoa

(ligures 10 and 11) only one kilometer from the Cu Chi

base camp, they were taken under- fCiie by a large cncmwy

force identified as the 88th NVA Regiment.

Three mechanized in-ifantry companies were attached

to 2/34 Armor at this time and they immediately deployed

from the column formation on the road to a line forma-

tion for an assault. (Figures 25 and 25A). Troops die--

h mountad from the armored personnel carriers and a heavy
ii

Ifire fijght was soon in progress. Tanks deployed with

It
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LINE FORMATION:
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t.Ii inanty iad retutrned f~i~r withi aLL tuiLx;O'n

ti ens wsthe fiLring1 that the tanil. iqv weexC C)Qlfii,, tio

1,aZsi~c load of ammI.,uxi-it ion in lls th'anan'l houir. hn'

taii.! ran ont. of amrmunitioii it !31owiJ' backeod away from ti) C

en!emy ¶ returned to the battal ion trainsF area, (ju ic-l~y

resupplied and returnead to theo Pifigt. Each tanký did

this in turn evenl th)ough they were engag;,qinz the ano':lm -in

many places ats close ais fifteen iseters.

Duigthis same fight ant eutst-andii:g- example of

the tank' ag psy~chol~ogical effect occurred. Thireetol

from the headq('iuarters tati.L: sect jolti were attach~ed to Oon

of the meclianised infantry coOlpOaiiCs * A ticv.< cot ')L(01W COtI

jander lad( lbuen ass .-'gncd. L~o ti) s coil;.pan- only'a e. (Ia'S

bufore. Proi. prolongIed com~bat and a hig.,h casual_ ty ra te

the morale of this company was low. lihen on.e of: the.

tanks o,,xpen-ded his basic load anid notifie-d the infantrx'

company comm~ander by radio that lie was uligbacký to

roCsupp.ly, the company commander immediately called (1 bach,

anid askced tetanik comnuandurnttv-~,n We h

it ~~~tani: cormman-de-r rem,,inded the inrfa.ntryý comman1-der tIha.t he

was totally out of ammunlition and could niot fire it w~as

A again requested that the tank -not move.

This fight lasted for appro~ximately siix h-ours.

Durint, the briefing; session that evening; wi.Mit Colonjel

It7
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Tipton and his staff, the infantry commander expressed his

gratitude for the tank staying in position even though it

was out of ammunition and exposed to enemy fire. He

stated that if the tank had moved back, his company would

have broken and run. He felt they were just hanging on

under the murderous fire from the NVA forces and the sight

of the tank leaving would have caused panic in the company.

An example of tank-infantry cooperation at its best.

Clear and secure missions conducted by tank units

were essentially the same as search and destroy operations

in that one of the main objectives was the destruction of

enemy forces. Primary difference between these types of

operations was that clear and secure missiona almed at a

designated area with the objective of driving VC/NVA forces

out and keeping them out. Operations continued in the

same area until that area was considered secure. Empha-

sis was placed on seizing and holding key population and

communication centers.

Any operation which aimed at totally eliminating

Viet Cong presence could rarely, if ever, be considered

a complete success. Only as long as U.S. forces remained

in the area they cleared was there a significant degree

of security from the Viet Cong forces. Once U.S. forces

moved to another area, the Viet Cong were able to infil-

trate the area again. There was always a great risk inI

C
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considering an area "secure." This point was brought home

to the Americans and South Vietnamese Army forces during

the Tet Offensive of 14968 when areas'previously cleared

and considered secure virtually erupted with VC/NVA units.

Results of clear and secure operations, therefore, are for

all practical purposes, no different from search and destroy.

Security operations encompass a number of different

activities. Among the various missions classed as secur-

ity operations are convoy security, road security, base

camp defense, defense of a fire support base, and protec-

tion of engineer work parties. Many of these missions

are conducted in conjunction with search and destroy opera-

tions. A road security mission, for example, may be

accomplished by establishing strong points along the road

at the same time tank-infantry teams are searching the

areas through which the road passes to locate ambushes or

other hostile activity that woulld threaten the road.

Examples of armor success in road and convoy secur-

V" ity would fill volumes but there were also a great number

of failures. Usually success or failure depended not so

much on the tank's physical characturistics as on the

audacity and reactions of the tank commander. Ambushes

"initiated against an armor escorted convoy would inflict

severe equipment and personnel losses if the tank com--

mander did not react violently.
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Most armor units were successful in countering a con-

voy ambush by immediately returning fire with all weapons

and charging directly into the ambush site. Terrain and the

size of the ambush force was not always conducive to this

tactic. In this case the Armor unit returned the fire and

assumed a herringbone formation. (Figure 26). -

One of the most dangerous pitfalls in convoy secur-

ity was to have insufficient forces in the securing unit.

It was quite easy- to be lulled into a false sense of secur-

ity by a lack of enemy action in an area for an extended

period of time. When this occurred, some commanders would

gradually r-educe 0Vi aive of tibe nurity foken w~hile the

size of the convoys were growing. When a commander fell

into this trap, VC/NVA forces would capitalize on the situa-

tion and usually wreak great damage, if not total destruc-

tion, on a convoy. There was very little that a small

security force of five to ten armored vehicles could do to

counter an ambush against a convoy of 50-75 wheeled

vehicles no matter how aggressive the actions of the escort.

An example of the disastrous effects of under.-

estimating the enemy occurred on 31 December 1967 when

Troop C, 3rd Squadron, 5th Armored Cavalry was assigned

to the mission of escorting a 60-vehicle convoy from Vung

Tau to the ltb ACR base camp kn•own as Blackborse. (Fig-

ure 27 and Figure 11). Only two platoons, consisting of
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•.-I two tanks, eight armored cavalry assault vehicles and one

I'

I j mortar carrier, were to perform the escort mission. Unfor-

f jtunately, the troop commander assumed"this sector to be

I - secure and planned a routine tactical road march with the

Sconvoy.
di •Two platoons of Troop C left Blackhorse for Vung

/i Tau at 0330 hours, 31 December, to pick up the convoy and

Mi.> return to Blackhorse. One platoon was to drop off approxi-

mately midway to Vung Tau and run the road to keep it open

while the other platoon escorted the convoy.

I Approximately nine kilometers from Blackhorse on

, nRoute 2, an enemy ambush erupted along a two-kilometer

stretch of highway. An RPG round hit the lead tank kill-

ing the driver and stopping the tank in the middle of the

road. A hall of RPG's quickly set the remaining vehicles

of the lead platoon on fire and intense automatic weapons

fire killed most of the personnel riding on top of the

vehicles, A mortar track was hit by a command detonated

[ I Lmine which set off the ammunition inside and destroyed

V the vehicle. In the trail platoon, the other tank was hit

by RPG fire, ran off the road, blew up and burned. Sur-

prise was so complete that no organized fire was returned.p When individual vehicles attempted to return fire, the

''" 1enemy, firing from only 15 meters away, ooncentrated on

.< i . that vehicle until the firing stopped. Within 10 minutes
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the fight waj over. Results of the ambush--four ACAV's and

one tank destroyed, three ACAV's and one tank severely

damaged and 42 men were casualties. There was no sign of

any damage to the enemy. 5 3

It is only speculation, but the reason the enemy

did not wait for the vehicles to return from Vung Tau with

the convoy was probably because it would be daylight before

the convoy returned and the enemy wantedc'the advantage

offered by darkness. This American unit learned a tragic

lesson. In guerilla warfare never assume that an area is

secure.

This same situation applied to base camps and fire

support bases. Many VC/NVA attacks against these positions

were successful simply because the defending forces had

Grown complacent after months of no enemy activity in the

area,

In base camp defex-se, armor units were normally

4 1used as ready reaction forces instead of being positioned

around the perimeter. This technique allowed the base

camp commander to determine in which area the main attack

was being made before the armor unit was committed. Armor

is ideally suited for this role since, in effect, this

constituted a mobile defense which best utilized the

53Mounted Combat in Vietnam, Armor in Vietnam
Monograph Task Force, Fort Knox, KY, 15 June 1976, pp. 80-64.

* i
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mobility, firepower and armor protection of the tank.

Many of armor's greatest successes in Vietnam

were in defense of fire support bases, as a ready reaction

force, or in a combination of both. Normally, in defense

of a fire support base or laager, tanks and other armored

vehicles would be situated around the perimeter with infan-

try positions in between the vehicles. A reserve, or

ready reaction force, may or may not be used in this situa-

tion depending on the number of troops available. Quite

often the administrative and support personnel may be used

to constitute a reserve within the perimeter. If suffi-

cient armor was available, the commander may have had a

reaction force in another laager position two or tiirie

kilometers distance from the main fire support base. Wihen

the main base was attacked, the reaction force would be

called to either reinforce the fire base by joining the

forces in the perimeter or to attack the enemy force on

the flanks.

A classic example which illustrates the use of a

reaction force in both of these roles is the defense of

Fire Support Base (FSB) 44 near Ap Bau Bang by elements

of the 3d Squadron, 5tb Armored Cavalry (3/4 Cavalry).

(Figures 28 and 11).

"7.
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Troop A, 3/5 Cavalry, had been assigned the mission

of securing Battery B, 9th Artillery, in FSB 44 and were

to occupy Combat Outpost 3 (COP) approximately three kilo-

meters north of FSB 44. (Figure 29). Two platoons were

placed on the perimeter of FSB 44 while one platoon occu-

pied COP 3. At approximately 2300 hours, 14 March 196'7,

a heaty caliber machine gun opened fire on the perimeter

of the fire base from the north. Tank fire destroyed the

gun and all was quite until just after midnight when the

entire fire base came under fire from the east and west

sides of' the perimeter. A ground attack was launched

against the south side of the perimeter using recoilless

riflcz, automatic weapons and small arms. All weapons of

the defending platoons returned fire but the wei6ht of the

human wave attack soon pushed the enemy to the very edoes

of the perimeter. Some of the attackers were shot off

of the tops of the ACAV's by tanks firing canister ammuni-

tion. Captain Alcala, the troop commander, called his

Splatoon from the COP to reiLforce the -eri4-•- - ...... te

to the fire base, this platoon encountered an enemy ambush

and literally overran it. Arriving at the fire base, thew
platoon fought its way into the perimeter and took up posi-

tions to reinforce the defenses. Meanwhile, helicopter

gunships were providing aerial fire support.

Aks the intensity of the fighting increased, the

Q_
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squadron commander, LTC Sydney Haszard, committed 3d Platoon

of Troop C, placing it under control of Troop A. This pla-

toon moved-up from the south, attacked the rear of the

enemy assault force with tank cannon and machine gun fire,

then moved into the perimeter and took up positions to

witrengthen the defense. Colonel Haszard also attached the

1st Platoon of Troop B to Troop A which moved into the

battle from the north, attacked around the southern half

of the fire base then entered the perimeter from the west.

At 0300 hours, 20 March, Air Force tactical aircraft were

hitting enemy forces on the southeast side of the base.

Forty-five minutes later the enemy terminated their attack

and started withdrawing. All action ceased at 0500 hoursI and contact with the enemy was lost.

This armored cavalry troop, reinforced with an

additional two platoons, had accomplished what no dis-

mounted unit of comparable size could have done. They had

killed over 400 of the enemy by actual body count, cap-

Auz 04_ ..- c..;z4 an nulmarar. and indivi-

dual weapons, all at the cost of only four killed, one

Smissing, and 38 wounded. Equipment losses were one mortar

carrier and one M-113 ACAV destroyed and one Fl0 crashed.54

' 4 MACOV, pp. 202-203; and Combat After Action
Report, 3d Squadron, 5th Armored Cavalry, 30 March 1967,
pp. 14-16.

I ..
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There were a number of actions taken by the armored

unit that; could not have been taken by a dismounted unit.

A disMounted uLnit would not have had the organic firepower

to UwithstAnld thue initial onslaught. When the attack closed

on the friendly positions, only an arm'ior utnit could fire on

their own positions with tank guns and not inflict casual-

ties on their own troops. No dismounted unit could have

responded so quictly to reinforce as the cavalry platoons

did and they would not have been able literally to overrun

an ambuslh eiiroute. Nor could they have made the sweepinu

attack, between the perimeter and the enemy without tak.ing

an unacceptable number of casualties. In all likelihood

only an armor iinit could accomplish this feat.

While the battle of PSB 44 was drawin- to a close,

fate was shaping events that were destined to catapult

armor onto the front pages of the newspapers. An opera-

tion code named Junction City II was getting underway in

War Zone C just north of Tay Ninh. As a part of this

operation, a Fire Support Base code named Gold waas being

established near Lni area called Soui Tre. (Figures 30

* and 11.). Two battalions, 3d Battalion, 22d Infantry (-)

4 and 2d Battalion, 77th Artillery (-), were inserted by

air into this area to man FSB Gold. Meanwhile, three

K other battalions were conducting search and destroy

operations, as they moved from Tay Ninh to Soul Tre.

,w2 -- .
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These units were 2d. Battalion, 12th Infantry, TF 2/34

Armor, and TF 2/22 Infantry (Mechanized). Between these

units and. FSB Gold was the Samat Stream. (Figure 31).

That evening, 20 March, all the battalions moved into

laager positions for the night. TF 2/34 Armor was approxi-

mately 2,000 meters southwest of FSB Gold. with TF 2/22

Infantry (M) two kilometers further south. Earlier that

afternoon the scout platoon of the mechanized battalion had.

cleared a trail approximately 1,500 meters to the north

before returning to the night laager position. However,

the platoon had been unable to locate a ford across the

Samat Stream which appeared to dwindle to the north. Col-

onel Ralph Julian, commander of the 2/22d Infantry (m),

decided that on the next day his units would move north

on that trail and upon reaching its end they would swing

east and search for a ford across the upper reaches of

the stream.

On the opposite side of the Samat Stream, infan-

trymen and artillerymen were improving the perimeter

defenses of FSB Gold. Next morning, at 0630, an ambush

patrol from Company B, 3/22 Infantry, engaged a large

force of VC moving toward FSB Gold and simultaneously,

the base came under heavy mortar attack. Over 600 rounds

(pounded the camp as waves of VC emerged from the jungle,

4 firinc recoilless rifles, RPG's, automatic weapons, and

•- g•ITii'f 111 IHPFIT'ltll'•1 ~l'i~P ~g "•M I.,lil
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small arms. Quickly overrun in the face of the onslaught,

the ambush patrol was never able to return to the FSBO As

the fight intensified, the armored units to the south were

alerted, and ordered to cross the Samat Stream to reinforce

the embattled fire base. Colonel Julian was told by

Colonel Marshall Garth, the brigade commander, "to get in

there and react to it." Colonel Julian immediately moved

part of Company C and an attached tank platoon north on

the trail established earlier by the scout platoon. Mov-

ing mounted, Colonel Julian's troops quickly reached the

northern end of the trail. As the lead elements swung

east and the remainder of the column closed, Colonel

Julian was briefed on the situation at the fire base.

Conditions had worsened. Colonel Garth told him,

"If a vehicle throws a track, leave it, let's get in

there and r e 1leve theA fo r o 0 . *jt.tepesne a

riers straddling each others' paths in order to clear a

trail wide enough for tanks, lead. elements, using com-

passes, continued their search to the east, attempting

to locate the Samat Stream and a trafficable ford.

Meanwhile, at Fire Base Gold, countermortar fire

was employed to neutralize the heavy indirect fire which

continued to pound. the defenders. Enemy forces conceit-

trated against the eastern side of the perimeter, and, at

0711, Compauy D reported that its Ist Platoon, manning the
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southeastern portion of the perimeter, had been overrun. A

reaction force of artillerymen had been dispatched to try

to reestablish the perimeter. In spite of these efforts,

at 0756, Company B reported that its lst Platoon had again

been penetrated. Seventeen minutes later positions on the

northeastern portion of the company perimeter were com-

pletely overrun by an enemy human wave attack. Company A

sent a reaction force with desperately needed ammunition

to assist Company B. Minutes later, on the northern peri-

meter, the crew of one of the two quad 50's located at

the base was killed by an RPG round. As the attacking

VC swarmed over the weapon in an attempt to turn it on

the defenders, the gun was blown apart by a round from a

105 mm howitzer. Company A was also reporting penetra-

tions in portions of its northern perimeter.

The urgency of the situation was again conveyed

to Colonel Julian by Colonel Garth's admonition that the

stream would. be crossed "even if you have to fill it up

with your own vebicles and drive across them." Using a

helicopter to assist in selection of the route, the

armored column was finally able to crone the Samat Stream.

Task Force 2/22 Infantry (n) linked up with TF 2/34 Armor

and both units moved toward FSB Gold. To the northwest,

the 2d Battalion, 12th Infantry, was advancing on foot

to reinforce the fire base. In the air, Colonel Julian

I.
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directed Lieutenant Colonel Joe Elliot, commander of 2/12

Infantry, to secure the western sector of the fire base

by deploying north along a 500 meter'front once his unit

entered the clearing. All mechanized forces were ordered

to enter just south of the 2/12 Infantry and swing around

the perimeter consolidating the northern, eastern, and

southern sectors of the clearing.

Meanwhile on the smoke covered battlefield, the

defender's situation had become desperate. Artillerymen

were firing beehive rounds set at muzzle action into the

hordes of VC. When the . uP.ly of beehvve wah - xhaustad,

they switched to firing high explosive direct fire at

point blank ranges. The eastern sector of the perimeter

had fallen back under heavy pressure to secondary posi-

tions around the artillery pieces. Viet Cong were within

five meters of the battalion aid station, and within hand.

'I Gronide arage Ur the batalion command post.

Into this chaos roared the tanks and. personnel

carriers crashing through the last few trees and charging

into the smoke filled clearing. (Figure 31). Captain

Howard Hill, commander of Company A, 2/34 Armor, looking

into a foxhole to his flank, was greeted by several U.S.

soldiers who were obviously extremely glad to see the

tracks. As he looked to his other flank the reason

became obvious--the VC were advancing in the vicinity of



the artillery pits through a flurry of explosions. Opening

up with more than 200 machine guns and 90-mm tank Guns, the

new arrivals shook the ground as tracked vehicles moved

around the perimeter throwing up a wall of lead to their

outside flank. They cut through the advancing VC, crushing

many of them under their tracks. In desperation, the VC,

realizing they could not outrun the encircling tracks,

charged the vehicles, attempting to climb aboard. They

were quickly cut down. Captain Hill's tank recovery

vehicle smashed through the trees with its caliber .50

machine gun firing and most of the crew throwing grsnades.

However, one calm soul, a mechanic, sat serenely atop the

vehicle his movie camera grinding away at the episode

unfolding before him. Relief was evident in the Laces

of the defenders as the track vehicles quickly tied in

with the 2/12 Infantry.

When the smoke cleared and silence prevailed, it

.A became evident that the enemy. victory almost within

g' grasp, had suffered a devastating difeat, losing over 600

men. Weapons of the tanks and APC's bad turned the tide

4 at the last moment. 5 5

Reactions of the men in this besieged position

were of ecstatic joy at the sight of the tanks and APC'e.

U 5 ¾Monograph• Chapter IV, pp. 29-36.

;T 77
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As Lieutenant Colonel John A. Bender, commander of 3/22

Infantry said, "it was a real 10 o'clock movie ending. The

"56cavalry came to the rescue." Master Sergeant Andrew

Hunter was even more exuberant. His sentiments were:

'They haven't made the word to describe what we thought

when we saw those tanks. It was dee-vine." 5 7

Time magazine described the armor column's arrival

on the scene:

Just as the Americans at Soui Tre were about to
be overrun entirely, the delayed column of 80 armored
personnel carriern and tanks rumbled through the
trees. As they came, they crushed the masses of Viet
Cong beneath their treadb ridt 6prayed the e-ey rank
with withering machine gun fire. Hands popped from
tank turrets and dropped grenades to blast off Viet
Cong fighters who had swarmed over their steel shells.
When the Viet Cong finally grasped what they were up
against, they hastily retreated. 5 8

Bender was also quoted as saying "we were almost

rhapsodic when we saw them lumbering into view. We knew

we had. wnn then."

Documents and POW's identified the Viet Cong

units as the 272 Main Force.Regiment reinforced by two

Stadditional battalions which were long considered to be a

crack unit, one of the enemy's beat.

5 Washington Post, March 23, 1967, A17, Col. 7.

57Newsweek, April 3, 1967, p. 40.

58Time Magazine, March 31, 1967, p. 26.

5 9 The Tacoma-News Tribune, March 23, 1967.

It,
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A comparatively small price was paid by the Ameri-

cans for this significant victory. Only 31 men were killed
60

and 187 wounded. There is little doubt that the story

would have ended quite differently had armor not been

available to assist the men of FSB Gold. In all likelihood,

the FSB would have been overrun at the expense of the major-

ity, if not all, of the defenders. Other infantry units

could have reinforced eventually, but they would have to

have been air lifted, landed away from the battle area, then

made their way through the jungle in much the same manner

as 2/12 Infantry. Time lost in assembling a sizeable

force, iOcutigL enourglh hblicopters, flying tn the scene

and hacking through the jungle would probably have cost

the defenders heavily.

If there had ever been any doubt concerning

armor's value in Vietnam prior to this battle, it should.

have been removed once and for all. This was not the

case, however, since the smali amount of armor ia ViLetriam

"never increased to a sufficient level.

Armor Employment by VC/.NA Forces

Prior to 1968 there were feu, if any, in Vietnam

that even imagined the VC/NVA forces in South Vietnam

60Garth, Marshall B., Colonel, Personal letter
to wife, extract, Armor Monograph files, Patton Museum,
Fort Knox, KY, 28 March 1967.
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were equipped with tankcs. A few in the intelligence sy. teni.

exercising hindsight, made "I !knew it all the time" claims

"but these statements deserved and received little atten-

tion. Events of 24 January to 7 February 1968 provided

-these enlightened ones wil.h their information.

On 211 January a Forward Air Controller (FAC) spot-

ted five enemy tankis only a few kilometers from the Lang

Vei Special Forces Camp in the northwestern corner of

South Vietnam. An air strike -was called and one of the

tanks was reported destroyed,.

That same day the 330 Royal Ln<otians were reportedly

attacked by NVA forces utilizing tankcs. Survivors of this

engagement, along with their families, retreated into

South Vietnam and were allowed to occupy old Lang Vei Camp

previously abandoned by the Special Forces. A new camp

had been established further to the wfest.

Late in the evening of 6 February a forc• uo

approximately 400 infantry and twelve Soviet-built tanks

attacked. the Special Forces Camp at Lang Vei. (Figures 32

and 11). Some of the tanks were identified as the PT-76

Amphibious Tank. Antitank weapons available to the camp

defenders were M-72 LAW's and two 106 mm Recoilless Rifles.

Three enemy tanks were destroyed by the recoilless rifles

before the guns were destroyed by tarnk fire. Performance

of the M-72 LAW proved disappointing sintie many of them
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BaT T malfunctioned and would not fire or when they did fire did
x.C
ar• very little damage to the tanks with few exceptions. Armor

jgn Lt1 thickness on the PT-76 is roughly comparable to the U.S.

SM-551 Sheridan. Both are relatively thin-skinned and are

easily penetrated by light antitank weapons.

Lang Vei was completely overrun and destroyed by

the NVA tanks and infantry. Surviving American Special

Forces were forced into hiding in an underground bunker

and most of the South Vietnamese were either killed,

captured or forced to flee. American air force and artil-

lery provided support throughout most of the battle, but

co-uld not prevent the NVA from talkinx the camn. American

armor was not readily available to-support the Special

Forces. Only the Marines had tanks in the I Corps zone.

It was this battle which caused Headquarters, U.S. Army,

Vietnam, to move an armored cavalry squadron and a

- tank company from the III Corps zone to counter any

- o further enemy armor threat.

3 Results of the battle of Lang Vei were ten of

the twenty-four Americans and 209 South Vietnamese were

killed or missing. An additional 77, including 13 of

j 14 Americans, were wounded.

Estimated losses to the NVA were seven tanks

". " ' - , 1.
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61

destroyed and 250 infantry troops killed. With nearly a

two-week warning of enemy tanks operating in the area, no

attempt was made to reinforce the camp with U.S. tanks.

This is unfortunate since the M48A3 completely outguns

the PT-76 and could have prevented the camp's destruction

and the high casualty rate suffered by the defenders. A

costly lesson had been relearned. This was the first,

but by no means the last, time the enemy was to employ

armor in Vietnam.

Ben Het Special Forces Camp was the location of

the next NVA armor attack. (Figures 33 and 11). Ben

Het overlooked the Ho Chi Minh trail in an area where

the borders of Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam met. A bat-

tery of U.S. 175 mm artillery was located in this camp

and the NVA had made numerous attempts to destroy the

guns and blind the camp occupants to their movement by

almost incessant artillery, rocket and mortar barrages.
fl~r e�n�lito ed-natrvV the camn by indirect

j. fire, an NVA armored unit launched a ground attack

Sagainst the base on 3 March 1968. This battle was not

C to be a one-sided affair like Lang Vei because a U.S.

tank platoon from Company B, 1/69 Armor, was part of

the camp defenses. An estimated seven enemy tanks

61Combat After Action Report Battle of Lang

Vei, 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne), lat Special
Forces, 24 January - 7 February 1968, pp. 4-6, 30-37.

C
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participated in the attack, two of which were destroyed

by the U.S. tanks in addition to an armored personnel car-

rier. None of the U.S. tanks were destroyed. This attack

was not supported by infantry and was not of the magni-

tude of the attack against Lang Vei. This battle marked

the only time U.S. tanks engaged in a tank versus tank

engagement in Vietnam.62

June 1969 signaled the beginning of the American

withdrawal from South Vietnam. Only one U.S. tank batta-

lion, 1st Battalion, 77th Armor, was operating in the I

Corp area and this unit was scheduled to leave the coun-

try in mid-1971. General Creighton W. Abrams, Commander,

U.S. Forces in Vietnam, wisely authorized the formation

of the 20th ARVN Tank Regiment to provide some armor

capability to the I Corp zone.

With U.S. ground combat actions at an end, the

NVA launched a major offensive operation against the

S-outh VietnaeLe in April 1972. This major attack was

supported by strong NVA tank forces equipped. with Soviet

T-54 and T-34 tanks.

On 2 April 1972, 20th Tank Regiment, equipped

j with U.S. M48A9 tanks, met the forward elements of the

NVA tank column on the north side of Dong Ha along the

m6 2ormr Monograph, Chapter VI, p. 60-68.
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Mieu Giang River. (Figures 34 and ii). Six NVA tanks were

destroyed. by the ARVN tankers in the first few minutes. A

Combined efforts of 20th Tanic Regiment, South Vietnamese

Air Force and ARVN Marines stopped the NVA advance at

the Dong Ha bridge. That night the ARVN tanks used their

searchlights to illuminate the river and expose boat-o

loads of NVA troops attempting to infiltrate. All tauyV

weapons were used in conjunction with infantry fire to

destroy the boats and NVA troops.

During the period 2 April to 1 May, this newly

formed tank regiment accounted for 37 NVA tanks destroyed,

one captured and a sieniftcant number of enemy infantiry

killed. While 20th Tank Regimeat paid a high price in

personnel casualties and eqdipment losses they were a

major factor in delaying the NVA onslaught for oaarly a'

month. Thia time was used by the ARVN hibh cozmnand to

reinforce the I Carp area with sufficient forces to stop
V A 1 rl- -.A -- - 0

Taaka were alno used by the NYA in other par4

I of South Vietriam during this major of:"ensive, =osa

notably in the vioiniV-y of Au Louc and Lo.r Ninh,

Total victory was denie-d the VC/NVA fa-rces in

,63
6agaffts Louis C., Colonel, Letter to Headquar-

2th ters, U.S. Ar•y Armor Sohool, Foit Knox, Xl, 30 August
1973, Patton Museum Library, ?for.t Knox, -').
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this offensive primarily because of the massive air support

rendered by U.S. air power to the ARYN ground and air

forces. Wben the next major offensive was launched by the

D VC/NVA, South Vietnam forces were on their own and were

totally routed by the tank-infantry drive from the north.

Ang_. Not only had the U.S. forces proven that tanks could be

used effectively in Vietnam, but so did the NVA.
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111, LESSONS LEARNED--CONCLUSION

During the period that U.S. forces were fighting

in Vietnam,,each unit was required to submit a quarterly

report entitled "Operation Report--Lessons Learned,"

(ORLL). These reports covered every aspect of the war.

Literally thousands of items were reported describing

ways in which most tasks to be performed in Vietriam could

be done better or confirming established procedures. Most

of these reports have been microfilmed but in the format

in which they were submitted they would require thousands

of cubic feet of storage space. It can be assumed, there-

fore, that an untold number of lessons were learned by

the Americans in Vietnam. Just as many lessons were

learned in World War II and Korea. The question which

requires consideration is not what was learned, but how

much of It will be heeded, not only by present members

of the armed forces but by those in the future.

A wealth of information was readily available

to army planners on the experiences of jungle fiGhting in

the Pacific in World War I1, operations in rugged terrain

laced with rice paddies in Korea, the French armor exper-

ience in Vietnam, and over twenty years of counter-

insurgency operation by the British in Malaya. Most of

it was ignored.

125
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Artillery and infantry generals made major decisions

covering armor operations that were counter to the advice

of experienced armor generals. A ledSon was learned in

Vietnam that it was a mistake to ignore this advice. The

mistake need not have been made, however.

Recognition of the mistake did not lead to complete

rectification. Token armor units were forced to fill a

role requiring three to five times the armor strength pre-

sent in Vietnam. This resulted in unnecessary losses to

both armor and infantry due to piecemeal employment and an

almost Impossible logistics and maintenance problem.

It was demonstrated conclusively by both the Ameri-

cans and the NVA that armor had a major role to play in an

area war such as Vietnam. This is probably the most signi-

fLicant lesson that was learned. But the question remains

unanswered as to whether or not it will be remembered the

next time the occasion arises.

Just as the positive aspects of armor employment

were a lesson learned, so were the tank's limitations and

vulnerability. The reminder that antitank mines are a

major threat that must be dealt with wee vividly demon-

stratod. Studies are unuerway to find a solution to this

problem. Destruction of a tank from detonation of the

* basic load by antitank weapons has led to improvements

in amimurtition storage in future tanks.

F
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The flexibility of an armored cavalry regiment and

armored. cavalry squadrons was demonstrated when these units

were employed a.s maneuver forces in much the same way as a

tank-infantry team.

Air mobility concepts, using the helicopter, were

proven in battle for the first time. This lesson could be

a two-edged sword. if it is not remembered. that the success

of air mobility in Vietnam was largely due to air super-

iority by friendly forces and the absence of sophisticated

enemy anti-aircraft systeme for most of the war.

Lessons were learned, in armor doctrine. Missions

assigned to the tank battalion were performed with success,

albeit with different terminology applied to these mis-

sions. Classic doctrine for the armored cavalry regiment

was illustrated during the Cambodian incursion by the l1th

ACR in which they moved from an attack position, crossed

a li-ne of departure, attacked, up an axis of advance, made

a passage of lines, linked. up with an air mobile assault,

attacked. a fortified position and exploited their success.

In conclusion, one can only hope that mistakes
IJ

- -of the past will not be repeated a third. time. Armor is

a potent striking forue when properly employed and sup-

ported. Its employment is limited only by the immagina-

tion, ingenuity and drive of the commander. Terrain con-

ditions can limit armor's employment but they rarely
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prevent it, for terrain conditions in most of the world are

less than ideal for other weapons systems. A terrain

obstacle may be an asset to a defender and a handicap for

an attacker or vice versa. A battle may not be postponed

6 or a war ended because of a terrain obstacle. It is merely

one item to be considered during the planning.

Many victories have been won because of an attack

through unfavorable terrain considered impassable by a

defender. Timidity and caution do not win wars. Boldness

and audaoity arc the traits of the winner.

Tanks are considered the primary ground offensive

weapon of the army. To fight with only part of an army's

strength is like fighting with one band tied behind the

soldier's back and is sheer folly. Hopefully, the decision

makers of the future will remember to use both bands.
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Armor - A term normally used to r'efer to tankks and other

armor-protected, traok-laying; weapons systLems.

Also used to describe a concept of operationz

which include the combined arms Loam of tanks,

mechanized infantry, self-propelled artillery,

armored cavalry, air cavalry, air force, a)Lmored

engineers, and. sIgnal, with the tank as the pri-

mary assault weapon.

Ammunition

Beehive rounds - Antipersonnel projectilcs fired by artil-

lery and tank guns. Each projectile is filled

with many sub-projectiles, which are uhaped like

a small dart. A Beehive projectile usually con-

tains a burster charge which can be set to explode

at various ranges spraying thousands of these

dart-shaped sub-projectiles. The term "beehive"

is often used erroneously with the term "canister."

Canister projectiles do not contain a bur ster

charge but instead have a flat front surface and

cerated sides which cause the projectile to tear

apart much like a banana being peeled. Addition-

ally, the sub-projectiles may be small, cylindrical-

shaped, steel pellets instead of darts. The 90 mm

136
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canister fired by the M48A3 tank used in Vietnam

used both types of canister, those with the pellet

type sub-projectiles and those with the darts.

The 152 mm gun/launcher on the M-551 Sheridan also

fired canister ammunition.

Canister - see beehive.

Chemical energy ammunition - A hollow charge or shaped

charge projectile which penetrates armor by the

formation of an extremely high velocity jet stream

which physically displaces the molecules in the

metal to create an opening.

Consumable cartridge case - A cartridge case made of a

combustible material which is consumed in the

chamber of the gun when the gun is fired. This

type of case is currently used by the 152 mm

gun/launcher on the M-551 Sheridan and the M60A2

tank. This case is used on the conventional

ammunition only and not on the missile which is

also fired by these systems.

Kinetic energy ammunition - A type of projectile fired by

tanks which is a solid material and used against

tanks and other hard targets. Penetration of the

target is achieved by mass and velocity of the

projectile.
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Jet Stream - See Chemical energy ammunition.

Armored Vehicles (Except Tanks)

ACAV (Armored Cavalry Assault Vehicle) - A modified version

of the M1I3Al Armored Personnel Carrier used exten-

sively in Vietnam by scout platoons of armored

cavalry squadrons, tank battalions and mechanized

infantry battalions. Addition of armor shields

for the vehicle commander's caliber .50 machine

guns and two additional shield-protected M-60

machine guns is the only physical difference

between the ACAV and the Mll3Al Armored Personnel

Carrier.

Crew: 4 (some units had 5-man crews by placing

a grenedier to fire from the rear of the crew

compartment).

Armament: One caliber .50 machine gun, two 7.62

mm machine guns (one M-79 Grenade Launcher with

fifth man).

Maximum speed: 14 MPH

j Weights 11.3 tons

Engine: GMC V8 diesel, 215 hiorsepower

Cruising range: 300 miles

"AVLB (Armored Vehicle, Launch Bridge) - A tank chassis4with a 63-foot span of folded scissors-type
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Napalm - A chemical mixture equating to jellied gasoline

which is dropped by aircraft in a container

(napalm bomb) with an igniter"which burns with a

fierce intensity--approximately 23,000 degrees

farenheit, This same material is used in flame

throwers either mounted on armored vehicles or

portable units carried by a single soldier.

Round (of ammunition) - A complete round of ammunition

is comprised of four primary componnnts: a pro-

Jzctilc, that portion of the round which leaves

the gun, and inflicts the damage on a target; a

propelling charge, that portion of the round.

which burns with explosive force to propel the

projectile from the gun; a casing, that portion

of the round which contains the propelling charge

and has the projectile uCfixvd to the enad of it;

a primer which produces an initial flash to ignite

the propelling charge. A round, therefore, is

one complete item of ammunition.

Shillelagh missile - An antitank missile fired by the 152

mm gun/launcher of the M-551 Sheridan and the

M60A2 tank, A combination of an on-board guidance

system and a vehicular mounted guidance system

keeps the missile on target after launch.
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bridge mounted on top. The bridge span is launched

hydraulically from the d river's compartment without

exposing the crew. Capable of spanning a 6 0-foot

gap and strong enough to support a main battle

tank, May also be recovered without exposing the

crew. Organic to tank battalions, armored engineer

battalions and engineer bridge companies.

Crew: 2

Armament: None

MaxinnAn speed: 32 MPH

Weight: 65 tons

Engine: Continental V12, 750 horsepower, air-

cooled diesel.

Cruising range: 300 miles.

Half-track - An early version of the armored personnel

carrier with whuels or% the front a tar1k-l1ko

track system on the rear. This vehicle was used

in a number of configurations but primarily as an

infantry carrier in World War II. Inherent weak-

nesses were its limited cross-country mobility

4 and lack of overhead protection.

Crew: One (driver), 12 passengers

Armament: One caliber .30 machine gun

Maximum speed: 45 MPH
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Weight: 10 tons

Engine: White, 6 cylinder, 160 horsepower

Cruising range: 200 miles

1M8 Armored Car - A World War II, lightly armored, wheeled

reconnaissance vehicle. Thousands of these

six-wheeled vehicles were manufactured by the Ford

Motor Company for the U.S. Army. The chassis was

used in a number of different configurations but

the most common was one with a small turret mount-

ing a 37 mm gun. This vehicle was used by French

ar'mgr units in Vietnam and is still in use in a

number of small countries receiving U.S. aid.

MlI3AI Armored Personnel Carrier (APC) - Standard armored

infantry carrier of the army today. A light amphi-

bious, air droppable carrier capable of carrying

a full infantry squad (11 men). Used extensively

by armor and mechanized units in Vietnam.

Crew: 1 (driver is the only crewman assigned to

the vehicle)

Armament: One caliber .50 machine gun

Weight: 11.3 tons

Engine: GMC V8 diesel, 215 horsepower

Cruising range: 300 miles

M113AI Marginal Terrain Assault Bridge (MTAB) - Standard

t
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M1l3AI APC chassis with a 33-foot folded bridge

mounted on top. Bridge unfolds hydraulically like

the AVLB. Originated in Vietnam for areas impas-

sable to the much heavier AVLB. With the bridge

folded, the vehicle is still amphibious.

Crew: 2

Armament: One caliber .50 machine gun

Maximum speed: 42 MPH

Weight: 12 tons

Engine: GM0 V8 diesel, 215 horsepower

Cruising ranga: 300 miles

M88 Vehicle, Tank Retriever (VTR) - A medium recovery

vehicle organic to tank battalions, armored engineer

battalions, heavy self-propelled field artillery

battalions and armored cavalry units. As the name

implies, the primary mission of this vehicle is

the recovery of tanks and other heavy t ....ks

vehicles. Recovery may coasist of towing a dis-

-, abled tank, battlefield evacuation of damaged.

tracked vehicles or extraction when struck. This

mission represents only one aspect of this very

able vehicle's capabilities. It is virtually a

mobile repair shop carrying heavy tools and welding

equipment and has a hoist with which to lift tank

engines and small vehicles.
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Crew: 4

Armament: One caliber .50 machine gun and 18 hand-

held M-72 LAW's.

Weight: 56 tons

Engine: Continental Vl2, air-cooled, 980-horsepower

Cruising range: 222 miles

ARVN - Army of the Republic of Vietnam

Base Camp - A seml-permanent, garrison-like location for

units in Vietnam where the unit could stand-down

from combat operations for a rest and maintenance.

Normally had such facilities as a club and PX.

Basic load (tank ammunition) - That amount of ammunition

stowed on the tank in spaces provided by the

tank design and authorized by the theater com-

mander. Consists of 105 mm, 7.62 mm, caliber .50,

caliber .45 and various hand grenades. Mix of

the 105 mm ammunition will vary depending on unit

location. In Europe, for example, the tank would

be stocked with a high ratio of armor-defeating

ammunition whereas in Vietnam the main gun ammuni-

tion (90 mm) was predominantly antipersonnel.

Battalion trains area - An area in which the supply and

maintenance elements of the division operate to

receive supplies from larger supply elements and
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in which maintenance and other support operations

can be performed.

Battery (of artillery) - Subordinate -unit of an artillery

Sbattalion. Normally has IS howitzers.
Breakthrough - A term used interchangeably with penetra-

tion--to rupture an enemy defense line and widen

the gap to allow other forces to advance through

the defense line to disrupt and destroy enemy

positions and defenses.

Collective protector (tank) - A system used. by American

tanks to protect the crew from chemical agents.

Consists of a central filtering unit with a

separate mask and. attaching air hose for each

crew member.

Crew-served weapon - A weapon requiring more than a

single individual to operate, such as tanks,

artillery pieces, recoilless rifles, etc.

Cryptographic - Refers to communication equipment used

"to encode and. decode signal transmissions.

.'Cupola - That portion of a tank turret used by the tanik

commander which mounts a caliber .50 machine

gun and. sight and can 'be rotated independently

of the turret. Actually it is a small turret

,' on top of the main turret. Provides all-around.
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vision for the commander and protection from over-

head artillery when the batch is closed.

"Dead Man" - Pertains to vehicle recovery operations where-

in a vehicle operating alone digs a deep trench

in the ground, places a log or like item in the

trench to attach a cable or chain to. The log is

the "dead man."

Exploitation - That phase of an offensive operation which

uses armor forces to take advantage of a penetra-

tion in the enemy defenses by the use of speed

and firepower to rapidly move into the enemy's

rear area to prevent the organization of defenses

and to destroy rear area installations.

FAC (Forward Air Controller) - A qualified Air Force Pilot

operating on the ground. with the Army in forward.

areas to advise t.h" ground com-mande-.. in the use

of air support and to assist and guide the pilots

of strike aircraft.

Fire Support Base (FSB) - A position established in an

operational area of Vietnam to allow artillery

to fire on enemy locations and to support armor

and infantry operations in a given area. These

bases were secured by infantry or armor units or

both depending on size and location of the base.
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Laager - A temporary defensive position normally in a cir-

cular configuration with all of the weapons point-

ing out of the circle and the command and support

elements in the center.

Mechanized Infantry Battalion - An infantry organization

consisting of a Headquarters and. Headquarters Com-

pany, three rifle companies and a combat support

company with a total strength of 850 officers and

men. Primary difference between mechanized infan-

try and straight infantry is the mechanized infan-

try is0 mobile and uses a•i.ui-eu. puer3uznel car-

riers to move the infantry squads.

Minus (-) - A technique used by the Army to denote a unit

that has had a number of members detached. Example:

A tank battalion with only two companies would be

a tank battalion (-).

Mobile defense - Type of defense used by armor and mechan-

ized forces characterized by the manning of strong

points with strong armor reserves as opposed to

area type defense used by straight infantry in

which a front line is formed and fortifications

prepared.

?Terve gas - A deadly chemical agent which affects the nor-

vous system by being absorbed through the skin or

inhaled.
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POL - Petroleum, oil and lubricants.

PSP - Perforated steel planking used primarily to make run-

ways for temporary airfields. Configured of strips

approximately one foot wide by 8 feet long, one

aide having a series of slots and one Side having

tabs to lock into these slots. Also used by some

tank units in Vietnam to protect the tank from RPG

fire.

RRF (Ready or Rapid Reaction Force) - A unit designated to

quickly assist another un7it or loation in tha

event of an attack on the other unit.

Steering laterals - Two metal handles used to steer some

types of tracked vehicles such as the MIl3AI series

vehicles. Also used on older model tanks such as

the M-4 series.

Strong point - Used in road security operations in Vietnam

to protect a road and its traffic. May consist

of a single tank, a rifle section or squad or a

A, combination of each.

Tactical Area of Responsibility (TAOR) - That area within

which a unit bad the following continuing respon-

sibilities to be coordinated as required with

local Government of Vietnam ai thorities both mili-

tary and civil:

J6
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a. Defense of key installations

b. Conduct of operations including such reaction

operations as are necessary to secure the area

against organized military forces.

c. Support of Government of Vietnam construction

and pacification activities as required.

Tank - An armor-protected, track-laying vehicle incorpor-

ating a large caliber main gun, and auxillary arma-

ment which is used as the Army's primary ground

weapons system.

Tank battalion - Main maneuver element of armored forces

consisting of a Headquarters and Headquarters Com-

pany, a combat support company and three line corn-

panies. Each line company has 17 tanks and is

commanded by a captain. A tank battalion has 54

tanks and ie com-nndsd by a lieutenant colonel.

Total battalion personnel strength is 554.

"Tank platoon - Smallest integral tank unit consisting of

five tanks, 19 men and one officer.

Tanks

M-26 - A medium tank developed late in World War II. The

"first U.S. tank mounting a 90 mm Gun, this tank

was still in use in limited numbers during the

Korean War.

, '

•,i-
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Crew: 5

Armament: One 90 mm gun, 2 caliber .30 machine

guns, 1 caliber .50 machine gun.

Maximum speed: 30 MPH

Weight: 40 tons

Engine: Ford, V-8, 500 horsepower

Cruising range: 92 miles

M-46 - Improved version of the M-26 medium tank. First

tank with a pivot-steer capability. (Capability

to turn the tank 3600 in its own length by one

track driving forward and one track driving in

reverse--referred to as "neutral steer.") Used

extensively in the Korean War.

Crew: 5

Armament: Onn 90 mm gpn. 2 caliber .90 machine

gun• and one caliber .50 machine gun.

Maximum speed: 30 MPH

Weight: 48.5 tons

Engine: Continental V-12, 810 horsepower, air-cooled.

Cruising range: 70 miles

M.-24 - A light tank developed late in World War II, the

M-24 saw extensive service during the Korean War.

& The first U.S. tank committed to Korea but was no

match for the heavily armored Russian T-34.
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Crew: 5

Armament: One 75 mm gun, 2 caliber .30 machine

guns and one caliber .50 machine gun

Maximum speed: 34 PH

Weight: 20 tons

Engine: Two V-8 Cadillac, 110 horsepower each

Cruising range: 100 miles

M4A3E8 - The most improved model of the M-4 series medium

tanks. Mainstay of U.S. armored forces during

World War II, the M-4 tanks were manufactured in

numerous configurations, but the one's in World

War II had a 75 mm gun as their main armament,

until the M4AýE8. This tank was still in service

in Korea for the entire duration of the war and

is still in service today in many allied countries.

Crew: 5

Armament: One 76 mm gun, 2 caliber .30 machine

guns and one caliber .50 machine gun.

Maximum spend: 26 MPH

Weight: 37 torts

Engine: Ford V-8, 500 horsepower

Cruising range: 100 miles

T-34 - A Russian medium tank of World War I vintage,

this tank spearheaded the advance of the North

}
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Korean invasion of South Korea and was used by

the North Vietnamese against South Vietnam.

Crew: 5

Armament: One 85 mm gun and two 7.62 mm machine

guns

Maximum speed: 33 MPH

Weight; 34.4 tons

Engine: Model V-2 diesel, V12 500 horsepower

Cruising range: 225 miles

T-54 - Russian medium tankc developed in early 1950's as a

replacement for the T-34. Currently in use in

many Soviet armor units and in other Soviet sate-

lite armies along with the improved version, the

T-55. Used. by the Egyptians and. Syrians against

Israel and. by the North Vietnamese against South

Vietnam.

Crew: 4

Armament: One 100 mm gun, one 7.62 mm machine

gun (some models have two) and one 12.7 mm machine

gun

Maximum speed: 31 MPH

Weight: 40 tons

Engine: V-12 diioel, 520 horsopowei'

Cruising range: 250 miles without auxiliary fuel

tank, 375 miles with auxiliary fuel tanks
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PT-76 - A Soviet light, amphibious tank currently in the

inventory of the Russian Army and used by the

North Vietnamese in South Vietnam.

Crew: 4

Armament: One 76 mm low velocity gun and-one

7.62 mm machine gun

Maximum speed: 40 KPH

Weight, 14 tons

Engine: Model V-6 in line diesel, 240 horsepower

Cruising range- 230 kilometers

M48A3 - An improved version of the U.S. M48; first pro-

1duced in 1953, the M48A3 was the primary weapon

of U.S. tank battalions and armored cavalry units

in Vietnam. Replaced in armored cavalry units

by the M-551 Sheridan in 1969, the M48A3 Patton

remained in tank battalions throughout the U.S.

involvement and many were issued to the South

Vietnamese Army when the Americans withdrew. Cur-

rently in use in some National Guard and Reserve

* units, the M48A3 is being upgraded to the M48A5

configuration which replaces the 90 nmm gun with

a 105 mm gun.

Crew.: 4

Armament: One 90 mm gun, one 7.62 mm machine

gun and one caliber .50 machine gun
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Maximum speed: 32 MPH

Weight: 50 tons

Engine: Continental V12 diestl, air-cooled, 750

horsepower

Cruising range: 300 miles

M6OAI - Current main battle tank of the U.S. Army, the

M60A1 is actually an evolutionary improvement of

the M-48 series tanks incorporating a larger turret.

Crew: 4

Armament: One 105 mm gun, one 7.62 mm machine

gun and one caliber 50 machine gun

Maximum speed: 30 MPH

Weight: 53 tons

Engine: Continental V12 diesel, alr-cooled, 750

horsepower

Cruising range: 310 miles

M-551 AR/AAV Sheridan - A light, amphibious, air-droppable

tank currently used by U.S. armored cavalry units.

This lightly armored vehicle incorporates advanced

technology in both Lire control and weapons sys-

tems and is conseructed of aluminum. It is the

world's first tank capable of firing a guided

missile a-id conventional ammunition from the same

gun. Used in Vietnam by U.S. armored cavalry
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units minus the missile capability. Also used. by

the only light tank battalion in the U.S* Army,

4th Bn, 68th Armor, stationed at Fort Bragg, NC.

Crew: 4

Armament: One 152 mm gun/launcher firing the

Shillelagh missile and conventional ammunition,

one 7.62 mm machine gun and one caliber .50 machine

gun

Maximum speed: 43 MPH

Weight: 16 tons

Engine: Detroit diesel V6, 225 bor.•3epower

Cruising range: 373 miles

M-36 Tank Destroyer - A World War II weapons system designed.

to penetrate the heavily armored German tanr.'" This

vehicle is a tank in every respect except the name.

The only signifioant physical difference betweea

the tank and the tank destioyer (excupt bun size)

was the tank destroyer had an open-top turrot. The

term tank destroyer is no longer used by the U.S.

Army.

Crew: 5

Armament: O:.u 90 mm •un and one caliber .50 machine

g-un

Maximum speed: 30 MPH



Weight: 31 tons

Engine: Ford VS, 300 horsepower

Cruising range: 150 miles

Task Force - In Army terminology, a number of units com-

bined under one commander for a specificmission

at battalion level or higher.

TO&E (Table of Organization and Equipment) - A Department

of the Army document which provides a detailed

list of personnel and equipment authorized for a

unit. Personnel are listed by rank, number and

military specialty. Eaclj type unit is organized

under a different TO&E. Example: A tank batta-

lion TO&E is 17-35, a tank company, 17-37.

Track block - One section of a tank track. A new track,

for the M-60 series tanks is wade up of .'3 track

blocks.

M-72 Light Antitank Weapon (LAW) - A shoulder-fired

antitank rocket which uses a disposable launcher.

Each rocket is packed in a fibar tube used for

the launcher. This 66 mm rocket uses the shaped

charge principal for armor penetration. Accuracy

depends on the proficiency of the user but in

.3
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most cases is limited to a range of 100-150 meters

even though performance characteristics state 300

meters. Penetration capabilities are supposed to

be 12 inches of steel but did not prove out in

Vietnam.

81 mm Mortar - An indirect-fire weapon organic to the

infantry. May be hand carried and ground mounted.,

or mounted in a tracked vehicle. Fires a variety

of ammunition to include high explosives, white

phosphorous, and illumination. Has a maximum

range of 3,500 meters.

106 mm Recoilless Rifle - A direct-fire, infantry weapon

normally mounted on a jeep and used primarily

as an antitank weapon. Uses a ventilated breech

which allows the burning gases of the propelling

charge to escape to the rear as the projectile

leaves the muzzle of the weapon eliminating most

of the recoil of firing. In addition to firing

antitank projectiles, this gun also fires anti-

personnel ammunition, Now obsolete, the 106

recoilless rifle has beenT replaced by an anti-

tank missile system in the active army.

RPG-2 and 7 - A Soviet shoulder-fired antitani: rocket

which uses a shaped-charge principal for armor
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penetration. Primary antitank weapon used by the

VC/NVA in Vietnam against tanks and defensive posi-

tions. RPG-2 is the early version and the RPG-7

,A later, more potent version.
RPG-2 RPg..

Caliber: 80 mm 85 mm

Effective range: 165 yards 555 yards

Penetration: 6-7 inches 12.6 inches

Quad 50's -. Four.50 caliber machine guns mounted in a

bcx-like configuration with two guns in an upper

psozition and two In a lowor posittton. Theze juaria

were used in Korea mounted in the rear of a half-

track and in Vietnam mounted on a five-ton truck.

4.
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CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF ARMOR

Limitations

Whenever a nation's armed forces develop a new

Sweapon other nations are soon busy building a weapon to

destroy it. Thus, for every weapon system on the

battlefield today there is a counter-weapon system. Cur-

rent state-of-the-arts is such that technology has not

developed a perfect weapons system.

Jutat as the tank has many capabilities it also

has many weaknesses. There are a number of weapons which

can disable or destroy it. Among theuu are± anothbr

tank, antitank guns, missiles with High Explosive Anti-

tank Warheads fired from the ground or air, napalm or

other fire-producing devices, and antitank mines.

It must be understood that tanks, just as air-

craft and warships, come in various sizes and shapes with

different degrees of armor protection, firepower, speed,

and weight. A weapon that may destroy a light tank may

have little or no effect on a more heavily armored tank.

Therefore, capabilities and limitations discussed here

will be in general terms.

Antitank projectiles fall into two categories,

Kinetic energy projectiles and chemical energy projec-

tiles. Chemical energy projectiles are fired by a number

160
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of weapons including tank guns. All antitank missiles uti-

lize chemical energy. When a chemical energy device hits

a tank, there are varying degrees of effect depending on

the location on the tank's surface that has been hit.

These effects fall into four general categories. One effect

would be when the projectile hits the crew compartment,

penetrates the armor and hits the basic load of main gun

ammunition in the turret causing a catastrophic explosion

wuhich destxoys the tank and usual• v kills the crew. If

the projectile penetrates the crew compartment and does

not hit the ammunition, there may be only minor damage

and injuries depending on the size of the projectile. A

hit in the engine compartment may cause a fire in the fuel

cells and destroy the tank or merely damage the engine

rendering the tank immobile. A hi au---- o u- ---

system may also render the tank immobile or only do minor

damage. Finally, a hit on the tank's exterior may do

only minor damage to exterior components but have no

effect on the tank's fighting ability.

Kinetic energy projectiles are normally the more

F deadly especially against the crew compartment. When a

kinetic energy projectile penetrates the tank's armor

it does so by sheer mass and velocity. As the projectilv

enters the turret it will break off large pieces of the
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tank's armor and throw it around inside the turret like jag-

ged projectiles killing or wounding the crew and destroying

most of the interior turret components. In the U.S. today,

only a tank fires a large caliber, kinetic energy projoc-

tile. Other countries have both towed and self-propelled

antitank guns which fire kinetic energy, especially the

Soviet Union.

Napalm can destroy or disable a tank in two ways.

A direct hit by napalm can destroy the tank and the crew by

bur-iag. A nr- miss may do only slight damage to the tank

but suffocate the crow due to the sudden lack of oxygen

created by the intense burning of the nt ialm. This weapon

is normally delivered by aircraft but there are tanks and

armored personnel carriers which mount flame throwers using

basically the same chemical mixture as air-delivered napalm.

Infantrymen aliu have a back-nack flame thrower but the

limited range and quantity of this smaller flame thrower

is not as effective against a tank as the larger systems.

Antitank mines come in a number of sizes and con-

figurations and most are designed to disable, not destroy,

a tank. Usually the mine will destoy a section of the

tank's track and a number of roadwheeis, shock absorbers

and other suspension components. There are mines, however,

that will destroy a tank. This type of mine incorporates
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a large shape charge similar to the type used in large anti-

tank missiles and are planted in such a manner to explode

under the belly of the tank which is one of the most

lightly armored parts of the vehicle. Size and shape of

non-standard mines are limited only by the imagination and

resources of the user. In both Korea and Vietnam there

were a number of non-standard mines fabricated using unex-

ploded artillery projectiles and air force bombs. In the

Korean War, a number of huge mines were made from a 55-

gallon oil drum tlilled with TNT and with a aLaxidard an.ti

tank mine on top as a detonator. A tank unfortunate enough

to run over this wine was usually destroyed. Mines are

very effective antitank weapons because they are difficult

to detect and cause considerable delay to the tank while

the mine damage is repaired.

There are a number of other limitations to the

tank. Visibility for the crew has always been a problem.

When the tank has all the hatches closed, called "buttoned

up," there is a dead space up to thirty feet around the

tank that cannot be observed. Infantry in foxholes pos-

sessing antitank weapons may be bypassed unobserved and.

fire on the tank from close range. This is another reason

why tanks do not like to operate singly since tanks within

a unit can observe thls dead space around another tank.

I
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It is also onie of the reasonc it is important to have the

combined tardn-infantry teams in order that the infantry

can help to protect the tank.

Vision for the tank. crew is also a problem during

inclement weather conditions. Freezing rain, snow, frost,

dew and mud can cover the crew's vision devices, forcing

at least the tank• commander to expose himself at an inop-

portune time. It should be emphasized at this point that

the crew, and especially the tank commander, normally oper-

ate in the open hatch position0  Hatches are usually closed

when the tank• is under intense small arms, automatic

weapons or overhead artillery fire. During target engage-

ments, especially against other tanks, the tank commander

will usually be exposed. When the main gun is fired the

driver must be buttoned up to avoid the severe blast and

concussion since he is positioned immediately behind the

muzzle of the gun when firing to the fr•nt.

Severe terrain conditions can slow or even stop

a tank. Examples of severe terrain are mountains,

unfordable waterways, dense forrest with trees very close

together and of sufficient diameter to prevent the tank

from smashing its way through, and marshy areas with non-

supporting soils. This should not be confused with

"unfavorable terrain such as jungles, rice paddies, hills
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or forrested arcas such as rubber plantations and the like.

This type of terrain, as in Vietnam, can be negotiated by

proficient tank crews follo' the guidance of competent

leaders.

Armor and mechanized units require massive logis-

tical support. They consume great quantities of fuel and

lubricants, require thousands of tons of spare parts, and

fire tons of ammunition. Ihey require maintenance support

units staffed with competent specialists and they are

equipped with high dollar items. This is also tr'ue of

air and artillery units, but in many cases artillnry and

aircraft are an integral part of an armored organization,

which contributes to the logistics and maintenance

problem. Tanks are heavy and cannot be rapidly deployed

in mass other than by rail cr sea lift even though the

U.S. Air Force C-5A cargo aircraft can carry two tanks

a given distance in an emergency. Nevertheless, it

would require the entire C-5A fleet to quickly lift a

tank battalion and its supporting elements to a battle area.

Training for tank crewmen requires almost twice

as much time as training an infantryman. Attaining a

significant degree of pr-oficiency ta.es even lcnger once

a crewman has been taught the basics. While current arnmy

training schedules allocate a similar amount of time to
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train infantry and armor, there are a considerable number of

subjects that could be deleted from both schedules on an

emergency basis. Armor would still require longer training

time even in an emergency.

Armor also requires much larger training areas

than infantry to become proficient as a crew. Within the

continental United States there are only a handful of

training areas that will accommodate tank training, parti-

cularly for firing all of the types of ammunition used

by the tank's main armament. Infantry on the other hand

can become proficient in most of their weapons and tac-

tics in relatively small training areas.

Capabilities

On the plus side, the tank can be destroyed by

only abunt three percent of the weapons on the bautle-

field while an infantryman can be killed by 100 percent

of the weapons. Survivability and effectiveness of t:,e

tank is enhanced by a well trained aggres3ive crew. Of

all the weapons in the world arsenal today, only the tank

is capable of movement at high speeds ovtr rough terrain,

of sustaining hits from large caliber 6guns and surviving

to deliver its firepower on a target. No other system

combines the elements of direct fire power, armor pro-

tection, shock effect ana mobility into one weapon.
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Nuclear weapons have multiplied the tank's importance signi-

ficantly. Armor has the ability to remain dispersed to

avoid presenting a favorable nuclear target and yet quickhly

be moved to an area of concentration for offense or defense.

Protection provided by the tank's armor stops or signifi-

cantly reduces the effect of radiation allowing a tank• to

pass rapidly through a contaminated area with only minimum

doses of radiation to the crew. A tank can withstand a

considerable amount of blast from a nuclear weapon without

being destroyed. A tank crew buttoned up and utilizing

the tank's collective protection systems can survive the

fallout of chemical nerve agents and other chemical muni-

tions which would incapacitate or kill a foot soldier

even when be wears a protective mask.

A taIUk thLt szrikes a mine is usually repairable

and protects the crew from serious injury, which is not

the case with the infantry or wheeled vehicles. Logis-

tics, training, strategic movement and expense may be

handicaps to the tarnk, but the effectiveness of tbis

weapon's system on the battlefield iar o'twoigh these

shortcomings. Other weapons with leso effectiveness have

many of the same problems.
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ARMOR DOCTRINE

An Infantry Support Weapon

American tank development was.,considerably behind

that of England and France, consequently by the end of

"World War 1, U.S. tank units had very few tanks avail-

able to them. No American-made tanks were produced in

time to be used in combat. American tank units fought

briefly and were so fragmented during the war that it was

difficult for American tank officers to arrive at any

definite conclusions concerning tank employment. British

and French tanks had been used in sufficient numbers, how-

ever, to impress some American commanders with their

effectiveness. Experience by a few of these military

men led them to believe that the tank would be most effec-
64

tive when employed in mass.

First employmeIt of tanks by the British had

been in a frontal assault role, as mentioned previously,

to smash through barbed wire and destroy enemy machine

gun emplacements. Only shallow penetrations were made

in the first assault but at Cambrai in 1917 the tanks

achieved a tactical breakthrough. This success w's

6 4 Stubbs, Mary Lee, and Connor, Stanley Russell,
Armor-Cavalry, Part I1: Army National Guard, Office of the
Chief of Military History, United States Army, Washingtou,
D.C., 1972, p. 48.
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limited by a lack of forces capable of exploiting the breaek-

through since cavalry was even more vulnerable to the

German machine guns than the infantry.

Colonel Fuller, quickly grasping the tarfl:'s poten-

tial, developed the "1919 Plan," mentioned in the first

chapter, which expanded the role of the tank. Fuller's

plan called for both heavy and medium tanks. Mediums

would be sent around the flanks to destroy command post,

artillery and supply points while the heavies conducted

a frnntal_ assault fol1owed b- and4it4nrinl vnediums which

would exploit the euccess of the hoeavies along with

truck-mounted infantry. 63

World War I ended before this plan could be put

into effect, but the French had also arrived at the con-

cept of two different types of tanks for different missions,

Since the French had produced a great ntumber of ig-ht

Renault F-T tanks, their plan had these lig.ht tanks accom-

panying the infantry after a breakf.tbrough by heavy tanks.

This system, in part, was adapted by the Americans who

built a light tank copied after the French Ronault and a

heavy tank similar to the British-desig'ntd Mark VII.I.

6 50gorkiewicz, Richard M., A Aof
Mechanized Forces, Frederick A. Praeger, Nsw York, ].96O,
pp. 115C.1W

66Ogorkiowicz, p. 117.
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Russian doctrine of the period expanded French tac-

tics to include three different types of' tanks instead of

two. This doctrine more closely resembled Fuller's "1919

Plan." There would be a light support tank to accompany

the infantry, a medium tank to act more independently of

the infantry and penetrate deeper, and a heavier tank to

penetrate enemy territory destroying command post and

o7
artillery positions.

Although the French and Russian tactics were

advanced over those used during World War 1, they were

still infantry support tactics tied to the pace of the

foot soldier. It was the British who made the first sig-

nificant breakthrough in tank tactics when, in 192'7, they

organized a mechanized brigade consisting of four tank

battalions and a headquarters. Prior to this time, the

tank brigade heddquaAtefs had no contrni nver the maneu-

vering of tan-•s. They, in fact, acted as advisors after

providing their tanks to another unit. Under the British

concept, this would be changed and the brigade headquar-

ters would tactically direct their battalions. Only

tank battalions were organic to this brigade, Its intended

6 70orkiewicz, p. 115.
6 bMacksey, Kenneth, Tank Warlare, Stein and Day,

New York, 1972, IP1 79-80.
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mission was for action against the flanks, harrassing raids

and exploitation. A lack of other arms, espocially infan-

try, in the brigade limited its ability for independent

action. They were to be used through a gap created by

other forces and not for breakthrough. Soviet mechanized

brigades and the American cavalry brigade of the period

were envisioned in a similar role.

In spite of the different experiments conducted

in tank imp-loymont by varioua countrieý-, tan-k dc'ctrine

remained essentially unchanged from World War I to World

War I1 since the tank's primary mission was "...ito fact-.

litate the uninterrupted advance of the riflemua. in the

attack."'69 Tanks were still tied to the slo'.w pete of

the infantry and were still parcelled out a fei co eahb

infantry unit.

Armor in the Leading Role

It wasn't until the German Blitzkrleg through*

Poland in September 1939 and throuagb Fre,.nce in 1940 that

a dramatic change occurred in armor doctrino.

German panzer divislons were or•anized with a

combined arms team concept in which the tank played thu

69Stubbs, Mary Lee, and Cunnor, Stanley Rtlussoll,

Armor-Cavalry, Part I, Office of tho Chief of Milit2.ry
History, U.S. Army, Wauhiatgtolu, D.C., 1969, p. 5G.
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principal role. This division was designed for breakthrough

and exploitation. Tanks were not assigned to infantry units

in piecemeal-fashion and the entire division was geared to

the speed of the tank and not the infantry. Tank forces

were concentrated at a point for breakthrough and were

followed by a motorized infantry brigade. French doctrine

still had the tank in an infantry support role and piece-,

mealed to the infantry. At any time and place therefore,

the German tanks overwhelmed the French by greater tank

strength. So rapid was the movement of the Panzer Divi-

sioas that there was little time for the French to estab-

lish any significant defense once the breakthrough occurred.

Poland had only two battalions of nine-ton tanks,

armed with 37 mnm guns, and sti.ll depended on horse-

mounted cavalry and straight infantry for defense. They

were also very short of antitank guns.7 0  Swift movement

by the panzer divisions gave the Poles little hope.

Horses and sabres were no match against tanks.

In the U.S., the rivalry botween cavalry and

infantty for control of the tank wats resolved in 19140 when

GeTyexrI G;eokrge C. Marshall, Army Chief of Staff, authorized

•' ~70H•r
H.art, Liddell, The Tanks, Vol. II, 1939-124t5,

""idorick A. Praeger, New York, 1959, p. 4.
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the formation of the Armored Force as a separate arm. 7 1

Undoubtedly, the German Blitzkrieg exerted considerable

influence on Marshall. That same year the American army

demonstrated armor's effectiveness by practically dotii-

nating a simulated battlefield with three tank and mech-

anized brigades during maneuvers in Louisiana.

From the outset the armored division was organ-

ized as a large combined arms force. Initially, their

mission was visualized as a rapid striking force which

would penetrate weak points on the flanks and drive deep

into the enemy's rear destroying command and supply

installations. As the Second World War progressed and

experience was gained, the armored division's mission

was expanded to encompass almost every conceivable mission

t - -1-- ----- -,etbcuh Pue , cxlitto rad i

enemy territory and even fighting in cities. There was

no clear cut point in time as to when armored divisions

expanded their mission. Rather it was usually a reflec-

tion of the imagination, ingenuity and audacity of the

commanders. Necessity often was at the root of a decis-

ion to use armor in a particular role plus the gradual

7 1 Mackswy, Kenneth, Tank Warfare, Stein and Day,New York, 1972, pp. 132-133.

I
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realization by the planners that the armored division was,

in fact, well suited for practically any type mission. By

the end of the war, armor was the main striking force of

the ground army.

Tactics and doctrine changed very little in the

post-war years except in the defense. With the advent of

mass destruction weapons it became obvious that a well

established defensive line was a thing of the past.

Actually armor formations had already made a static defense

impractical unless the defense was reinforced by strong

tank and mechanized forces, but nuclear we&pons made it

suicide. It was necessary to have an area defense only in

certain areas in which terrain severely restricted the

movement of tanks. Other areas were defended by mobile

strong points which would attempt to canalize an enemy

into a killing zone and then use tank-heavy forces to

hit the enemy on the flank with artillery and air support

saturating the same killing zone. This tactic remains

essentially the same today with only slight variations.

When the U.S. became involved in Vietnam in 1965,

armor doctrine was essentially that emerging from World

War II. As mentioned earlier, the helicopter had led to

the formation of an air cavalry division which moved

infantry and artillery by air, but armor was not involved

-[I
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in the air cavalry division. Dismounted infantry divisions

we, still employed in an area defense with some of their

tanks in the defensive posture and others constituting

part of the division's reserve.

As previously stated, armor's mass employment in

World War II left the impression on many that tanks

could only be used in an environment where they would be

employed as they had been in Europe. Once committed to

Vietnam, armor proved this assumption incorrect.

Armor Doctrine in Vietnam

Armor doctrine did not really change significant-

ly in Vietnam, only the manner in which it was applied.

If, for example, one examines the mission of the tank

battalion as stated in army publications, they will find

a very general statement: "To close with and destroy

enemy forces using fire, maneuver and shock effect." 7 2

Certainly the tank battalion performed this mission in

Vietnam. While application of this mission statement may

normally hav, been visualized in a conventional battle

area with clearly delineated front lines, it is, nonethe-

less, applicable in any war zone where armor is employed.

Search and destroy operations in a counterinsurgency

7 2 AArmor Reference Data, p. 119.

C
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movement may culminate in an attack by a reinforced tank

battalion just as a preplanned attack on a fortified posi-

tion in a conventional war. Security operations in Vietnam

were primarily defensive in nature but may also result in

an attack or counter-attack by a tank force. Tactics may

be changed to adapt to a particular situation, but this is

true whether it is in fighting guerillas or conventional

forces. It is sound tactics, arrived at through exper-

ience, that tanks advancing through a wooded area are

normally preceded by infantry to protect the tanks from

antitank wt&pitau. Iu Vietnam it was nccozsary to reverse

this role in dense jungle to allow the tanks to detonate

booby traps and mnines that could injure or kill a foot

soldier.

In Europe, Africa, or North America, an offensive

operation may be conducted by using infantry to push

against an enemy while tanks attack the flanks in a

pincer movement to trap the enemy force. With the proli-

feration of helicopters and their inherent speed, tanks

may be used to bring pressure against an elusive enemy

with infantry being air inserted to close the trap.

7 3 West, Arthur L., Jr., MG, and Starz'r, Donn A.,
Col., "Armor in an Area War," Armor Magazine, Washington,
D.C., September-October 1968, p. 36.

flj
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A tanl battalion or armored cavalry squadron acting

as a ready reaction force closely approximates the actions

of a counterattack in conventional warfare. By the same

token, the use of an armored cavalry squadron as a maneuver

battalion is, in itself, a variation of doctrine since

this type unit is not considered a maneuver battalion. I n

Vietnam, however, it performed this mission most effectively.

Vietnam marked the first time in modern history that

the U.S. Army fought a counter-guerilla war. How well they

fought was to a great extent due to the adaptability and

flexibility of the American soldier in general and tize U.S.

armor forces in particular. Doctrine is only a tool and

as such must not dominate the user but rather serve the

user's needs. So it was in Vietnam. Armor doctrine pro-

vided a sound basis on which to build experience and was

modified when required.

Use of Armor by Other Countries

There is very little difference in U.S. armor

doctrine and that of the major western countries. Some

organizational differences exist but the use of armor in

combined arms teams appears t) be universal. Countries

such as Franco and Israel organize their armor by separate

brigade instead of divisions, as in the U.S., and. have

tanks and mechanized infantry assigned to the same
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battalions instead of separately. In a French brigade,

for example, there are two mechanized infantry battalions

and one tank battalion. Each mechani.zed infantry batta-

lion has four tank companies and one mechanized infantry

company.

Israeli organization bears some similarity to the

French in that an armor brigade has three tank battalions

with each battalion consisting of three tank and one

mechanized company. Israeli mechanized brigades, however,

have one tank battalion of four tank companies and two

mechanized infantry battalions with three mechanized com-

panie each, Tberc is a higher ra.tio of tanks to infan-

try in the French wnl' Israeli armies then in the U.S.

army.

Missions and method of employment are essentially

the same as the U.S. All three countries employ tanks

as a mDbil.e strike frree to counterattack against pene-

tratioa in a defensive line or as a Bpearhuad eleenvt

in the offonsa.7
4

Wcst German armor units more closely resemble

U.S. armor units in organization. Each tank battalion

7/+Kirkland, W1ade, Maj., How to Fight Task Force,
personal interview, U.S. Army Armor School, Fort Knox,
KY, 16 March 1976.
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has 54 tanks and are organic to brigades and divisions.

Mission statements for German and U.S. tank battalions

are identical. "To close with and destroy enemy forces

using fire, maneuver and shock effect." One minor dif-

ference in employment techniques between the two armies

is that the Germans are more likely to employ their tank

units pure and attach infantry only when necessary. Addi-

tionally, if a particular mission dictates the need for

tank-infantry task forces, a tank battalion may be given

a mechanized infantry company but not lose a tank company

to the infantry. U.S. units normally cross-attach tanks

and infantry.73 Missions of British armor units arc

arlso generally the same as the U.S. Only the wording of

the mission statement differs somewhat: "Aggressive

mobile action to destroy enemy armor, close combat in

conjunction with infantry and exploitation of shock

action. 
,

Br4 -It - tank battaliuzis, wa~lled ;reigments" by

the British, are separate units not assigned to divi-

sions as they are in the U.S. Employment is the same

75itei,•
lntorvitiw, Totten, James P., Captain, U.S.

Army Armor School. Fort Knox, KY, 16 March 1976.

76Intervicw, McIntosh, Andrew K., LTC, Fourth
Royal Tank Regiment, British Exchange Officer, U.S.
Army Armor School, Fort Knox, KY, 16 March 1976.
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as the U.S. however. Normally, British armor is task-

organized into brigade size units with either two tank

regiments and one mechanized infantry regiment or two

mechanized infantry regiments and one tank regiment.

Thus, it can be seen that the use of tanks in

the western world differs very little between countries.

Mission statements usually include the main character-

istics of the t. *nk, namely to destroy the enemy by their

firepower, mobility and shock effect.

Philosophy of tank development may vary between

countries in that there is a difference of opinion as

to weight, bpeed, armor-thickness and g-un size but most

countries agree th. t the tank is a highly effeutive

weapons system which can be decisive in L, ground war

and is most effective when employed in mass in conjunc-

tion with infantry, artillery and air power.

.,I
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ATTITUDE OF TIHE INFANTRY

Since the tank's introduction onto the battiefield,

there has been a rivalry between tanks and infantry. The

intensity of this rivalry varies from good-natured jibs to

acrimonious reuoentment depending on a particular infantry-

man's experienc.e with and knowledge of tanks. Tankers

may also have a poor opinion of the infantry in much the

same way, based on their association, or lack of it, with

the infantry.

This tank-infantry relationship is somewhat analo-

gous of the relationship between the United States and some

countries that have received financial aid from the U.S.

A particular country may fully understand their need for

aid but resent the U.S. for being in a posit on to supply

it. So it is, to a degree, with tanks and infantry. Both

are aware of the need for the other but may resent this,

wishing instead that they could accomplish the job alone.

Most members of both branches fully realize the

need for and effectiveness of the tank-infantry teams.

There is also little doubt of the increased effectiveness

of armor and mechanized units over dismounted infantry

organizations. This fact is evident in the current struc-

ture of the army which has practically eliminated straight

183
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infantry divisions in favor of mechanized divisicni.

On an individual basis, the majority of infantry

fully appreciate the value of tanks and prefer to work

with tanks rakher than alone. This is especially true of

infantry commanders in Vietnam that were supported by tanks.

In an After Action Report, one infantry brigade

commander paid tribute to tanks when he described the size

of an infantry force required. to defend a position with or

without armor. According to Colonel Sidney B. Berry, Jr.,:

"...An infantry battalion is the smallest unit that--

uisupported by armor--cani be expected to withstand sec-

cessfully a prolonged, all-out attack by sain force batta-

lions."

"The p-esence of arm,)r in. a defensive position

changes the situation. An American rifle company which

is well dug-in, reinforced with armor, and well supported

by artillery and air can survive the attack of an infan-

try battalion on oven a regiment. 7

Other. infantry officers expressed. the opi-nion that

they would prefer to work without tanks because the noise

7 7 Berry, Sidney B., Jr., Col., Infantry, Opera-
tional Report. Lessons Learned, Observations oC a Brigadc
Commander, Commander, lst Brigade, let Infantry Division,
June 66 - February 67, Headquarters, let Infantry Divi-
sion, 2'/ Decemnber 1967, p. 25.
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of the tanks attracted too much attention and often masked

the noise made by the enemy. In the majority, however,

were the infantry officers who believed the disadvantages

of tanks were far outweighed by the tank's firepower and

psychological effect on the enemy.

Representative of a number of infantry officers

interviewed was the attitude expressed by Major Robert W.

Higgins of Fort Hood., Texas. Major Higgins had two tours

in Vietnam with the infantry and worked with armor both

as an infantry platoon leader and as an infantry company

commander.

While commanding an infantry company, Higgins was

o ften cross-attachcd to the ist rth Armored

Cavalry and with elements of the 1lth ACR. On the nega-

tive side, Higgins criticized the action of the tankers

while working with infantry because of the indiscriminate

use of firepower which often inflicted as many casualties

on the friendly infantry as it did on the enemy. This

was particularly true when operating in dense vegetation

when the tankers would lose sight of the infantry. If

one enemy soldier fired on the tanks they would fire in

all directions often hitting the friendly soldiers.

Higgins attributed this reaction to a lack of tank-

infantry training.

a'
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In a night defensive position, the tankers were

criticized for their lack of noise discipline by dropping

tools, slamming tank access doors and generally revealing

the location of the friendly unit.

On the plus side, Higgins praised the tanks for

their firepower and shock action against the enemy,, On

one occasion a tank force rescued Higgins' unit in the

Michelin Rubber Plantation when no other unit could get

to them. When asked what would have happened if only

infantry had been available to rescue them, Higgins

replied: "They couldn't harve made it--we would have been

wiped out.1,76

Another infantry officer, Captain Robert A.

Neely, also complained of the tanks indiscriminate use

of their firepower. Neely said that tanks establishing

a night defensive position would fire all around their

position without regard to other units working in the

same area and would often inflict casualties on other

friendly forces. Such actions, according to Neely,

frequently alienated infantry against tanks. 7 9

7 8 Interview, Major Robert W. Higgins, Infantry,

Executive Officer, 2d Battalion, 58th Infantry (Mechan-
ized), Fort Hood, TX, 12 March 1976.

7 9 Letter, Captain Robert A. Neely, Infantry, to

Chief, Armor Monograph Team, Fort Knox. KY, 20 May 1974,
Armor Monograph Files, Patton Museum, Fort Knox, KY.
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These unfortunate experiences could have been pre-

vented by proper training and coordination on the part of

the tank unit commanders.

Presently, the Armor School at Fort Knox and the

Infantry School at Fort Benning, Georgia, are collabor-

ating on a series of training manuals which should do a

great deal toward standardizing tarn-k-infantry operations

and increasing the understanding of each branch for the

other.
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EQUIPMENT MODIFICATIONS IN VIETNAM

American troops in Vietnam soon realized that a

Snumber of modifications to equipment.were needed as well

as a change in conventional tactics and techniques. Many

of the problems were known prior to Vietnam, but such

obstacles as funds, dogmatism and peacetime restrictions

prohibited necessary changes. One vehicle, the M-114

Command and Reconnaissance vehicle, was totally unsatis-

factory from its inception and performed poorly in the

U.S., Germany and Vietnam resulting in the vehicle being

totally removed from the war zone. Most changes w,:re not

as drastic.

M48A3 Tank: When first developed, the M48 tank

was equipped with an externally mounted caliber .50

machine gun. This was later replaced with the M-1 cupola

which was unsatisfactory. Problems were caused by the

limited interior space, limited amount of ammunition

readily available (50 rounds in a small box), difficulty

of loading, links from the belt jamming in the ejection

pages. In Vietnam, the caliber .50 was removed from the

cupola and mounted externally on a pedestal or tripod

mount.

To reduce the effectiveness of enemy RPG rounds,

A extra track blocks were bolted to various places on the

169
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turret. Perforated steel plates were often welded to the

side of the tank, like fender skirts, for the same reason.

Jungle busting was a new experience for most

American tankers. To enhance the crushing ability of the

tank, often the edge of a bulldozer blade was mounted

across the front of a tank.

MllJAl: Probably the most versatile armored

vehicle in the U.S. inventory, the M1l3AI was modified

extensively. To help offset the effects of antitank

mines, an additional layer of armor was added to the

bottom of the vehicle. Known as Belly Armor, a titanium

plate covered the bottom of the driver's and crew com-

partments.

A boom hoisting device was added to enable the

M113AI to assist in maintenance missions when other

recovery vehicles were not available.

To give the M113A1 a self-recovery capability,

a Capstan and cable kit were added. This was a simple

device consisting of a perforated steel drum attached

to the sprocket of the vehicle. With a cable threaded

through the capstan and anchored to a "dead-man," the

driver simply applied power to the vehicle and as tho

sprocket turned the cable wound around the capstan

pulling the vehicle forward.
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Undoubtedly, the most significant modification to

the M1l3AI was the additional armament and gun shields

which changed the M113AI to a configuration known as the

ACAV or Armored Cavalry Assault Vehicle. Originally,

armed with only one caliber .50 machine gun and carrying

an infantry squad, the ACAV added an M-60, 7.62 mm machine

gun to each side of the vehicle. Armored shields were

placed around these guns and the caliber .50 for addi--

tional protection. A grenadier with an M-79, 40 mm

grenade launcher was positioned at the rear. In this

configuration, the ACAV was issued to armored cavalry

squadrons and the reconnaissance platoon of the tank aend

mechanized infantry battalions and employed in a role simi-

lar to a light tank.

A modification employed on a limited basis was

the addition of a scissors-bridge system to the Ml13AI.

This vehicle could go where the standard, heavier armored

vehicle launch bridge could not and extended the operating

capability of all Mll3A series vehicles.

Casualties from mines led. to another MlIJA1 modi-

fication. A kit was developed, which extended the steer-

ing laterals out of the driver's compartment. This

allowed the driver to sit on the outside of the driver's

compartment. Infantry squads normally riding inside the
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carrier chose to ride on the outside top preferring the

risk of small arms and automatic weapons fire to the mine

explosion.

This steering device was normally used when driv-

ing over roads not previously cleared of mines. 'Riding

topside by the squad was much more widespread.

Rome Plow; Dense jungle, tall grass and woods

provided the VC/NVA with an ideal hiding place. To des-

troy these sanctuaries, American forces started cutting

areas of dense growth. An off-the-shelf commercial item

known as a Rome Plow provided the best means of accom-

plishing thl, task. A caterpillar-type tractor was

equipped with an angled shearing blade to cut small to

medium trees at ground level. Large trees were split by

a wedge-like projection at the left end of the blade to

weaken them and then were out down by the blade. This

device was considered twice as effective in this role as

a standard bulldozer.

Mine Rollers: In Vietnam, a number of attempts

were made to reinvent the wheel. Any number of makeshift

roller devices were fabricated, none of which were prac-

tical. Since a heavy wheeled vehicle exert5 a Greater

ground pressure than a tracked vehicle, previously

damaged trucke loaded with laterite soil were pushed in
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front of a tank to explode mines. Nothing was 100 percent

sure but this system worked better than most. There was

no simple solution to mines. It remains an unsolved pro-

blem which warrants extensive research.

In an attempt to counter enemy mine warfgre, U.S.

forces in Vietnam reverted to the past. While electronic

mine detectors are of little value against nonmetalic

mines or mines buried over 18 inches deep, a number of

mechanical mine rollers were used fairly successfully in

World War I1. One such device was a conglomeration of

heavy rollers pushed by a tank. If the device detonated

a mine, a roller, or a number of rollers, were blown oft

but could be replaced. Another, probably more effective,

system used a large drum to which a number of heavy

chains were attached. This system was mounted on the

front of the tank. As the tank moved the drum rotated

striking the ground with the chains, Mine detonation

merely blew off the chains.

Sand bags: Drivers of both wheeled and tracked

vehicles made extensive use of sand bags in an attempt

to protect themselves from mines and small, arms fire.

Windshields on jeeps and trucks were often replaced

with a double row of sand bags. Flooring in the

vehicles was also sandbagged. Protection afforded.
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by this innovation was more psychological than physical,

especially against mines. Some protection was achieved

from small arms, however.

M-551 AR/AAV Sheridan: This vehicle was designed

to provide airborne troops with an antitank weapon system

and armored cavalry with a light, fast, reconnaissance

vehicle. Equipped with the sophisticated Shillelagh

rmissile system, this tank can be air dropped. It is also

amphibious, and is also capable of firing conventional

ammunition. When deployed to Vietnam, the missile gui-

dance and control system was taken out of the tank since

it was scheduled for use by armored cavalry squadrons

primarily against dismounted troops and was not expected

to fight tanks.

Numerous problems were encountered with the

Sheridan, most of which were design failures. Another

unique feature of the Sheridan is the consumable cartridge

case of conventional ammunition. This highly combustible

case usually caused a catastrophic explosion in the

vehicle when it struck a mine. To improve the mine pro-

tection, a belly kit similar to that for the MlJA1 was

produced. While not entirely successful it did reduce

the number of vehicles totally destroyed by mines,

A gun shield for the commander, also similar to
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the M1l3Al, was added to increa:<.e protection against small

arms fire.

In spite of all the shortcomings, the Sheridan was

a very effective weapons system in Vietnam. It could

cross rice paddies and other wet areas that would not sup-

port a medium tank. Additionally, the 152 mm gun/launcher

was devastating when firing canister ammunition.

Most of the weapons modifications made in Vietnam

are still used today. Exceptions are sand bagging

vehicles, externally-mounted caliber .50 machine gvns on

the M48A3 tank and the use of PSP as skirts for the tank.

It is interesting to note, however, that the army's

newest tank, the XMI, will have armor skirts to protecL

the suspension system as an integral part of the vehicle.
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Frederick Eugene Oldinsky, Lieutenant Colonel,

Armor, U.S. Army, was born July 15, 1931, in Beattyville,

Lee County, Kentucky. His parents, Bernard and Agnes

Oldinsky, reside in San Antonio. Colonel Oldinsky

attended high school in Seoul, Korea, and Fort Knox,

Kentucky, where he graduated in 1950. In 1967, Colonel

Oldinsky graduated from the University of Omaha, Omaha,

Nebraska, with a Bachelor of Education degree.

I Colonel Oldinsky is a career Army officer and has

served as an instructor at the U.S. Army Armor School,

Fort Knox, Kentucky, in various anvor units in Germany,

Korea, Vietnam, and the United States, and is a graduate

of the Command and General Staff College at Fort

Leavenworth, Kansas.

Colonel Oldinsky's permanent address is New

Orleans, Louisiana.
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